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ning Of First Female
Chaplain's Tenure
• BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN
Associate Editor
On Thursday, November 7, Trin-
ity College ushered in a new phase in its
history, as Reverend Ann Stoughton
"Nancy" Charles was installed as the
College's first female chaplain. The Rev-
erend Charles is the fourth person to
hold the responsibilities of chaplain since
the position was created. At one point in
Trinity history the duties of the chaplain
were assumed ex officio by the College
president.
The installation was the culmina-
tion of a process that began when the
Reverend Dr. Alan Tull, Trinity's chap-
lain for twenty-five years, retired at the
end of the 1990 academic year. After
undergoing a lengthy search for a wor-
thy candidate to replace the Rev. Tull the
school's Chaplain Search Committee
decided on Rev. Nancy Charles, who
was then the Chaplain of the Episcopal
Church at Yale University.
"To be here tonight, and to see
[Rev. Charles] installed is very gratify-
ing. It is a most fitting conclusion to a
long and difficult process," said commit-
tee member Quanti E. Davis '93, Thurs-
day night.
The service was a melange of the
Other religious groups from the Trinity
campus took part in the ceremony as
well.
Donna Van Haren, Trinity,
College's Christian Fellowship advisor,
and Rabbi JoshPlaut, the College's Hillel
From left: The Rev. Dr. Frank Kirkpatrick '64, the Right Rev. Arthur E. CYNTHII
Walmsley '48, Chaplain Nancy Charles, and the Rev. Rachel J. Woodall KR0N
prepare for the Celebration of a New Ministry this past Sunday.
different religious groups that are repre-
sented at Trinity. The service was offici-
ated by the Right Reverend Arthur E.
Walmsley '48, the Episcopal Bishop of
Connecticut. Reverend Chajies-herself
is an Episcopalian, keeping with the
College's traditional ties to that Church.
advisor read, in English and Hebrew
respectively, from the Biblical portion
Joshua 1:7-9. Later, Father Raymond
Smialowski '78, the Roman Catholic
Chaplain, read the Epistle from Luke
10:1-2. The Chapel Singers added a mu-
sical dimension to the services, singing a
Teaching and Learning at Trinity Part i in a series of i v
The Responsibilities Of Higher Education
Discussion And Investigation IsUnderwayTo Build OnTeaching Strength
• BYRICKZEDNIK
Editor-in-Chief
Is there a difference between a
student and a learner or between a pro-
fessor and a teacher? For what do stu-
dents pay and for what are professors
paid? Why do students choose to go
away to college and why do professors
choose to come back? "The pursuit and
fostering of knowledge" is the nebu-
lous reply often offered. More tangible
responses are found when these ques-
tions are posed to individual Trinity
students and faculty.
Whose responsibility is it to in-
sure knowledge is transferred from the
more experienced to the less?
The faculty have the responsibil-
ity "to commit themselves first to excel-
lence in the classroom, then availability
outside the classroom, and finally to
research," according to senior Cliff
Swartz, the President's Fellow in Phi-
losophy.
"The student has to take the ini-
tiative to engage a professor in discus-
sion. The professors give us enough
and the students have to run with it,"
says Computer Coordinate Fellow Arun
Duleep'92.
In addition to informal surveys
which are conducted each semester,
formal studies are underway at Trinity
to evaluate the quality and effective-
ness of teaching here.
One such probe is the Strategic
Planning effort which commissioned a
sub-committee to investigate the state
of teaching at Trinity, That committee
had as its charge to "secure excellence in
teaching as the centerpiece of an educa-
tion." The results of that committee's work
can be found in its written report. The
report made the recommendation that a
Center for Teaching be established on
campus. Under this rubric are also found
workshops on pedagogy, the orienta-
tion for new faculty, a suggested honor
code, and support of training for teach-
ing assistants.
The College's Curriculum Com-
"Being a stand-up
comic shouldn't be a re-
quirement, but teachers
should try to use cre-
ativity."
mittee is currently looking into the state
of teaching assistantships at Trinity.
Aside from formal efforts, many
students attempt each day to follow
through on their personal strategies in
their quest for an education worth their
time and money.
The belief that higher education is
a two-way street is common. To what
lengths and at what rates the avenues
should be pursued is an issue of debate.
Some rest the burden on professors while
others leave it up to students.
Lara Schaeffer '94 appreciates the
extra efforts made by her professors to
reach out to their students. "That way
they motivate student interest/' she ex-
plains. "They schedule extra classes for
us. They expect us to want to spend our
whole Sunday afternoon learning about
their material.-' Ms. Schaeffer contin-
ued to say that the professors' extra
sessions are "not mandatory and they
show a passion for what they're teach-
ing. It makes us want to learn and re-
ceive the same enjoyment from the sub-
ject."
Senior Sara Jo Wayne, the Mod-
ern Languages Fellow sees much of the
onus as resting withstudents. "Students
are responsible for taking their work
seriously. Many undergrads are going
through the motions." Ms. Wayne
stated, "students shouldbe responsible
for taking advantage of all Trinity has to
offer."
Whether strong relations depend
on the teacher or the learner, the rela-
tions are stronger than they were a few
decades ago. According to Dean of the
Faculty Jan Cohn, during the sixties a
"real revolution" took place in the ways
students and professors interact. "The
changed relationship is less formal,"
she says. It is "much less seen as the
inhabitants of two different universes."
Citing personal experience, Mr. Swartz
concurs, "Professors become learners
with you when you can speak from a
knowledgeable standpoint. They're
older students."
As they continue to learn, prof es-
please turn to page 4
number of well-arranged selections.
The speaker for the service was
The Very Reverend Dr. Lloyd A. Lewis,
Jr. '69. Rev. Dr. Lewis is the Dean of the
George Mercer Jr. Memorial School of
Theology. The Reverend, an old friend
of Rev. Charles, spoke about the need for
the pulpit to reach out to the classroom to
create a better society. Rev. Lewis also
spoke out about the importance of reli-
gious toleration, and its history at Trin-
ity, He also urged Rev. Charles, and all
of the other religious leaders at Trinity,
to spread care and hope among the Col-
lege community.
After Reverend Lewis was finished
the actual installation of the Chaplain
tookplace. With Bishop Walmsley, Dean
David Winer, College President Tom
Gerety and Alfred J. Koeppel '54, Chair-
man of the Board of Trustees, standing
around her, Reverend Charles accepted
the key to the Chapel. By receiving the
key to the Chapel, Rev. Charles officially
became the eighteenth person to assume
the responsibilities of the chaplaincy.
At a reception held in the Koeppel
Center after the service, Dean Winer,
who was the Chairman of the Chaplain
Search committee, noted his pleasure
with the service and ceremony. "There is
no doubt that Nancy Charles will be a
great asset to the Trinity Community.
[The committee] could not be more
pleased than we currently are." Presi-
please turn to page 5
Wi What is one of the most
unique ways to earn two cred-
its at Trinity? To find out about
going on an archaeological dig
in Israel over next summer with
Prof. Risser...See News, Page 5
raff! Does respect for the flag a
patriot make? For the answer,
turn to page 8. In Pennsylvaia,
Harris Wofford beat former
Attorney General Dick
Thornburgh in a senate race.
Does it spell trouble for the Re-
publicans in '92? Find out on
page 8. Magic Johnson's recent
announcement tells us. about
America SeeW&N,Page9
Hj| FieldHockey'sdreamsea-




ended last Wednesday in a
heartbreaking 1-0 sudden-
death-overtime-loss to
Fitchburg State. Football cap-
tured the NESCAC crown with
their demolition of Wesleyan
47-11 SeeSports,Page20
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Don't Stop The Blood From Flowing
lood is flowing, and the campus's heart is pumping at a
steady rate. Trinity is alive and well. Then, at 12:45, cardiac
arrest strikes.
The library horn blares its warning and darkness lurches
down the aisles between the stacks as the lights are shut off. This is
the courteous way of breaking all train of thought and saying
"scram."
Next is the mass exodus to the campus's only major alternate
venue for study. Where is that? Why, the dining hall, of course.
There are no other true options for solitary study.
Despite all lip service paid to how Trinity students ought to
be more academically inclined, little is done to provide space which
is well-lit, equipped with chairs and desks, and quiet for late night
studying. The recent period of mid-term exams and assignments
once again brought attention to this sad state of affairs.
It is said over and over again that a student's primary mission
at college is to study. Why then are conditions made so inconve-
nient once the bell tolls a certain hour?
Many Trinity students share their dormitory residence with
roommates, making in room nocturnal studying a virtual impossi-
bility,
A virtue of this campus is around-the-clock access to the
computing center. It is common to find a cult of all-night typists
working the keys during crunch time. Likewise, countless sleepless
nights are spent in the not-so-cerebral confines of Mather Dining
Hall.
Why is our library not open 24 hours a day? Perhaps it would
be too much to ask for such a luxury for the duration of the semes-
ter, but what about during the times of year when students are
bombarded with work—namely mid-term and end of each
semester?
We do not buy the argument that staff is impossible to find. If
security and Mather front desk can operate without interruption,
surely labor is available for the campus's intellectual heart.
If security is a concern, then an ID-activated entry system like
that for the Math, Computing, and Engineering Center should be
installed for those who desire access in the wee hours.
If students want, or need, to study at all hours of the day and
night, the College should not hinder their efforts. Keep the blood
flowing. Keep the library open 24 hours a day.
R.Z.
Student Action Center
Now Open In Mather
To the Editor:
Finally, activists have a place to go,
the Student Action Center located on the
second floor of Mather Hall is open for
business. Lack of student office space has
continually been a problem at Trinity.
Since the inception of the Student Life
Resource Center in the former Wean
Lounge, campus groups have gained
access to valued office space. AISEC,
ASIA, Community Outreach, ConnPIRG,
La Voz Latina, Progressive Student Alli-
ance, Soar, and TCBWO all have meeting
space in the second floor area. This des-
ignated student space will serve as an
area for student groups to convene and
program. Trinity students and faculty
are encouraged to visit the Student Ac-
tion Center to discover what student
groups are planning. The door is open
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Also students as well as faculty are
invited to look over the "Que Pasa" Board
located in the Student Action Center.
Que Pasa translated from Spanish into
English means, "What's happaning?" So
why not come find out what is
happeneing with the Community Out-
reach Program through posted an-
nouncements on the Que Pasa Board.
Information on Community Service op-
portunities are posted as well. All are




Why Don't Students Have
More Influence In the
Decision Over Greeks?
To the Editor:
Along with the majority of the stu-
dent body here at Trinity, I have a strong
opinion on the matter of the future of
Greek life on our campus. However, I do
not wish to discuss this opinion. I do
wish to address the matter of the com-
plete absence of direct student influence
on the porcess of Greek evaluation.
The faculty and the Board of Trust-
ees retain all of the power and seem to
begrudge any meaningful student in-
volvement. I find this situation appall-
ing. We, the student body, employ Trin-
ity College. We pay a hefty sum, a salary
if you will, to the college for the express
purpose of furnishing us with a positive
academic and social experience. If a
decision is to be made concerning the
future of a large segment of this experi-
ence which we pay so dearly for, we
should most definitely have a significant
hand in the process. Does the appointed
SGA representative to the Strategic Plan-
ning Committee constitute a significant
or meaningful influential element on the
decision making process? Not w h e n the
representative is invited to only one of
the Committee meetings. I suggest a
revamping of the entire decision making
structure to include much, much more
opportunity for student influence. Maybe
a campus-wide vote and the inclusion of
alumni in the procedure of making such
a weighty judgement would be the fairer
path, most definitely not the ironclad
hold' on power possessed by the faculty
and the Board at this juncture.
Does the college administration
doubt our maturity, our ability to make
rational and intelligent choices? I sin-
cerely hope that it is not the case, for if it
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The first open forum for students on the Greek issue will take place at the
first Town Meeting, 7:30 Monday evening in the Washington Room. A panel will
include students, professors, and administrators who represent a diversity of
perspectives and opinions concerning the current and future state of fraternities
and sororities. Town Meeting is a student coalition which hopes to hold similar
dialogues on a variety of issues throughout the year.
Scrolled on campus walkways this weekend were numerous chalk
outlines of bodies accompaniedbythemessage "A woman was rapedhere," and
arrows pointing in various directions. An innovative form of raising awareness,
but how effective was it?
Why can't someone fix the leaky fountain in the Funston Courtyard? Not
only is it unsightly, but also an icy hazzard to pedestrians.
"Please note: Letters to The Tripod should be received by 5.00 p.m. the Friday preceeding publication the
following Tuesday. They should be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. No unsigned or anonymous letters
will be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. All letters are the sole
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this paper. Please limit all letters
to five-hundred words.
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OPINION
ORL Should Explain Value of Program Groups
To the Editor:
I am writing on behalf of myself
and myself only. I am concerned about
some of the issues raised about Program
Groups and also Lara Schaeffer's article
"Study Group to Examine Housing Pro-
gram Groups" published in the Tripod on
October 29th.
Although I realize that the major-
ity of the student body does not like the
idea of "special interest dorms", I think
that the Office of Residential Life should
be more careful about not only their plans
but their comments regarding Program
Groups. The article in question says,
"The Office of Residential Life does rec-
ognize the downside of the unavailabil-
ity of dorms to the general population;
yet, we also see value in the experiences
Program Groups can provide." Since the
semester started all I have heard is the
downside of this issue and all the student
criticism; yet the Office of Residential
Life has not made, in my opinion, any
sincere effort to fully explain to students
the value of such Program Groups, my
group in particular. Instead I can re-
member reading an article about how
some groups have had a slow start and,
basically if they do not get their act to-
gether, the "privileges" will be taken
away. Now, a Study Group is being
created to come and explore (or is it to
put an end or maybe even vanish?) these
Program Groups! The article further
states that "anyone who is interested in
joining our examination of the role of
Program Groups is encouraged to get in
Study Of Program Group
Dormitories Underway
To the Editor:
Weekly meetings of the Study
Group For Examining Program Group
Dorms are officially underway. We be-
gan last Tuesday by studying the Strate-
gic Planning Report on Residential and
Non-Academic Life. Future issues to be
addressed include the differences be-
tween program group and residential
options (i.e. the Quiet Dorm), and
whether alternatives to the current lot-
tery system exist.
Invitationshavebeen officially sent
out to representatives of each program
group, the presidents of each of the
classes, and the authors of the letters to
the Editor of the Tripod both lauding and
condemning Program Groups.
The next meeting of the Study
Group will be tomorrow, Wednesday,
November 13 at 4:30 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge. . •
Any other interested party should






Office of Residential Life
Welcome Weekend Guests
To the Trinity Community:
This week, the Admissions Office
willbehostingits annual Visitation Week-
end for students of color. This program,
which will take place November 14-16,
will bring nearly 100 students from all
over the country to the College. Many
Trinity students and faculty have volun-
teered their time to serve as hosts, advi-
sors, and guides for these visitors, and
we wish to express our gratitude for their
cooperation. This program has proven to
be an important component in our ef-
forts to increase diversity on our cam-
pus, encouraging the interest of many
students who might not otherwise have
had the opportunity to see Trinity first-
hand. We hope that everyone at the Col-
lege will do what they can to make our




Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid
Nominations for second
semester Tripod Editorial and
Business Staff positions will be
accepted starting Tuesday,
November 19.
Anyone may run, current staff
may vote.
Elections will be held at the
staff meeting the following
week.
touch with, etc..." You mean you are
asking those who are most opposed to
this idea to come and be open-minded
and "examine" the role of Program
Groups? I will not be surprised if their
"examination" causes Program Groups
to disappear by the end of the year, if that
long.
If you truly see the value, why
don't you explain it, again, and be spe-
cific about the typeof group itis and why
it is there. Explain it especially to those
close-minded, arrogant Trinity students
who are going around speaking on the
issue and are under the assumption that
all Program Groups were formed to get
"the ideal college housing". As a matter
of fact, is the Office of Residential Life
and its staff aware of the fact that the
Program Group that I am referring to
developed after a recommenda tion from
the President's Council on Minority Af-
fairs? I really do not think that after
almost two years of deliberating about
some of the problems that minority stu-
dents face at Trinity, we (the members of
the Council) would ask the president of
this college to approve such a recom-
mendation for the simple-minded idea
of getting the ideal college housing.
Although, I can not and will not
speak on behalf of other groups, I do not
want my group to be placed under the
same category. Although you (ORL)
may think that it is not your responsibil-
ity to completely arid adequately inform
the student body, I also do not think that
it is my responsibility to have to continu-
ally explain in extended detail and de-
fend the fact that my Program Group
was created for the sole purpose of hous-
ing. The purpose, believe it or not, goes
way beyond having a roof and four walls
around us. How do I know/ ybu may
ask? Well, basically because 1) as a mem-
ber of the Presidnt's Council of Minority
Affairs I was involved in the discussions
surrounding the issue, 2) I am on the
executive board of the Program Group
and 3) Imade the agreemen t with Kristina
Dow and ORL.
It has been very difficult to get our
group goinganditreally does nothelp to
hear from the Office of Residential Life
that it all willbe taken away if the "guide-
lines" are not being followed. Now, the
exterminators (I mean a Study Group) is
going to come and remind us how much
they disapprove of the idea. Let me
remind you that it is the first time that
this is being done with this particular
group and that you can not expect
miracles over night. There were some
complications that Mrs, Kristina Dow is
quite aware of Which slowed down our
development as a Program Group.
We are trying very hard to make
thebest use of the space: allotted to us and
I think that given our circumstances, we
are doing well. I do not see the need for
a Study Group to come and tell the group
that we, as a Program Group, are not
meeting their expectations, Maybe by
the end of this article you will want to
know whichProgram Group I am refer-
ring to. You can ask me or go ask ORL
since they seem to have all the answers.
Let me remind you that this is the




Class of 1991 •
1st year Master's Program
LSAT
MCAT
The Test Is When?
Clares loinnne Now.
JSTANLEY H. KAPLANTake Kaplan Or Take Vbur Chances
January GMAT • February LSAT
February GRE • April MCAT
Classes forming NOW!
Find out how to save money
and help the homeless
Call 236-6851 for information & reservations
For the location nearest you, call
800-KAP-TEST
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NEWS
My Favorite Teacher...
continued from page 1
sors must teach. What makes a professor
an effective teacher? The characteristics
are as varied as the characters who pos-
sess them. In describing her favorite pro-
fessor, senior Cynthia Nahabedian, a
psychology major, emphasizes creativ-
ity. "She doesn't just lecture. She comes
up with interestingprojects for the class."
Creativity is a recurring theme. Mr.
Swartz takes the appEcation of a lively
imagination a step further. In terms of
holding the attention of students, he be-
lieves, "The most effective way is to be
funny. Dry,crummyphilosophy has been
brought excitement." He explains fur-
ther with, "Just being a great scholar
doesn't necessarily excite students. Be-
ing a stand-up comic shouldn't be a re-
quirement, but teachers should try to use
creativity."
Political Science Fellow Ali&a
Coren '92 says one of her favorite profes-
sors "encourages students to explore the
'lunatic fringe'." By this, she means he
"fosters a sense of individual indepen-
dence in the classroom" and asks stu-
dents to see what are other alternatives
to the topic at hand.
What are traits that unify the wors t
teachers? Ms, Nahabedian says, "They
simply lecture and don't get to know the
students in their class. They make no
effort to learn names. They test on mate-
rial they don't teach. They're not willing
to listen to a difference in opinion even if
The worst professors
"simply lecture and don't
get to know the students in
theirclass"
it is supported with material."
Ms. Coren describes her most
loathed lecturers by saying, "they lec-
ture to the clock," instead of to the people
who sit in front of them.
In the perception of Ms. Wayne,
"Many professors treat their job like a 9
to 5 job." She prefers professors who
show an interest in the lives of their
students outside the classroom. Bad
dasses,accordingtoMs. Wayne,are those
where "students show up for a lecture,
take notes and leave."
Professor Josh Karter of the The-.
atre and Dance Department, relates from
the perspective of a faculty member, "I
hope to have a reputation of rigor and
playfulness and that's a combination that
creates healthy learning."
With healthy learning as the com-
mon goal, many believe a more robust
attitude must be established.
Ms. Duleep emphasizes, "I think
there has to be higher expectations of
faculty and students. There is a great
feeling we're notreally learning here and
what is the purpose of the four years
here. Is it just to get by with whatever
you can do or is the emphasis on learn-
ing?"
"I think on both sides there is this
element of do what you can do just to get
away with bear minimum." Specifically,
Ms. Duleep refers to a need for annual
renewalof assignments. "I thinkalotalso
With people getting copies of previous
years exams and faculty not changing
the exams to a large degree so therefore
people who have access to these exams
often do better than those who do not."
Junior Lori Gross reiterates the fre-
quently given advice of "It's better to
pick a class for the professor than the
material, but," she quickly adds, "thaf s
not always possible."
It is, perhaps, the bottom line which
determines all in the end, as Mr. Swartz
points out, "Students are on the con-
sumer end of the exchange. They put in
what is necessary in order to get out what
they want." As for the future of academ-
ics at Trinity, Mr. Swartz suggests no
impediment "I am not one to force people
into things. If it is learning that you seek,
you will find it." <5i§)
Parts II, III, and IV of this series will
examine grading, teaching strategies, and
teaching versus research, as they pertain to
the current state of academic affairs here at
Trinity College. -Ed.
Annual Ann Plato Lecture
To Be Given V>
On Wednesday, November 13,
Paul Rogers will deliver the Annual Ann
Plato lecture titled "'Lamming' Picasso:
Wilfredo Lam's The Tungle as Critique
of 'Primitivism' in Modernism." Mr.
Rogers is a Ph.D. candidate in art his-
tory at Yale University, writing on the
works in collage of Romare Bearden and
is the 1991-1992 Ann Plato Fellow.
Named for a nineteenth-century
African-Amejican poet, essayist, and
teacher, the Ann Plato Fellowship sup-
ports a minority doctoral student en-
gaged in writing his or her dissertation.
The Ann Plato Fellow enjoys fac-
ulty status, teaches a course in the spring
semester, and is expected to become
engaged in the Trinity College commu-
nity. In the Spring, Mr. Rogers will
teach American Studies 331: Race, Aes-
thetics. Representation: Problems and
Issues in American Art.
The Ann Plato Lecture will be
held at 4:30 p.m. in Room 320 in the
Austin Arts Center on November 13.
The public and the entire Trinity com-
munity are invited; a wine and cheese
reception will immediately follow the
lecture in the Blake Room of the Austin
Arts Center.®
Right now
Macintosh Classic®System. Macintosh LC System. Macintosh Usi System.
Now's the right time to buy an Apple® What's more, you may even qualify for the
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
you can save big on Apple's most popular com- Macintosh now even easier.
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is ' So come in right now and check out the big
the right computer to help you achieve your best, savings on Macintosh, But hurry- these special
throughout college and beyond. savings last only through January 5,1992.
For further information visit Nancy Sowa in the
Mathematics, Computing & Engineering Center, Rm. l 6 l
or call 297-2571
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
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Students Have Chance To Participate In Aithaeological Dig?
Month-LongSummer l^jed To Take Them To Israel
Q BY JANE REYNOLDS
News Editor
Next June, Trinity students will
have the unique opportunity of partici-
pating in an actual archaeological exca-
vation and earning course credits at the
same time. Students who sign up for
Archaeology 300 with Assistant Profes-
sor of Classics Martha Risser will join an
international consortium of colleges and
universities sponsoring excavations at
Caesarea Marifima, Israel,
Caesarea was built by the Jewish
king Herod between 22 and 10 B.C. to
honor the emperor Caesar Augustus.
Among other things, Caesarea came to
be known as a major seaport and the
place where the Crusaders found the
Holy Grail.
Students who participate in the
excavation will be doing underwater
excavations in the harbor with the
Ceasarea Ancient, Harbor Excavation
Project (CAHEP). Work will also con-
tinue on the temple of Roma and Au-
gusta, The participants willbe looking at
some of the ancient road systems of the
city and some of storage vaults in the
harbor warehouses. The
Caesarea Land Excavation
Project (CLEP) is another
group with whom the stu-
dents will be working.
Excavations were
started at Ceasarea in the
1950's, and archaeologists
have already uncovered
parts of the city's streets,
aqueducts, private dwell-
ings, and religious shrines.
According to Prof.
Risser, the area near the
excavation site is an area
with "lots of tourists and a
great beach." The pro-
gram, which will run for
the month of June, will cost
approximately $2,000 to
$2,500, which includes tu-
ition, room and board.
Trinity needs to send at
least five students in or-
der to participate.
Trinity had hoped
toparticipatelastyear,but This map shows the location of
"because of the war, we caesarea, on Israel's coastline, which is
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with the Peter Pan
Ski Express! One
fabulously low pack-
age price includes a
hassle-free, comfortable
roundtrip coach ride to
Stratton Mountain, plus
an all-day lift ticket to
great skiing on southern
Vermont's highest peak.
Check out the departure point
nearest you, then call
1/800-237-8747, ext. 270,
for reservations.
And remember, even if
you don't need a lift to the
mountain, you can save
every day on lifts up the
mountain with Stratton's
$10 College Discount
on all-day lift tickets!
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five students," said Prof. Risser. Three
students ended up going on the dig last
year anyway through the University of
Maryland.
Other schoolsplanningto send stu-
dents to Israel are the University of Mary-
land, Wake Forest University, the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, and the University
of Haifa.
"I'mveryexcitedaboutthisproject.
Archaeology is my research specialty,
and I look forward to the opportunity to
work hands-on with my students on an
.archeology project," said Prof. Risser.®
Chaplain
Installed...
continued from page 1
dent Gerety and Chairman Koeppel both
nodded in their approvalof Dean Winer's
comments.
Sunday night was Reverend
Charles's first official ceremony as the
College's new Chaplain. The service
was £i;Eucharist of Celebration in honor
of her. installation. On Thursday night,
she expressed how happy she was to be
here. "I'm very excited to be at Trinity, I
hope to spend many happy years as a
member of the College community." ̂ jjjj)
TriDelt Jail and
Bail A Success
• BY EMMA KETTERINGHAM
Special to the Tripod
OnFriday, October 25, Delta Delta
Delta sponsored a Jail and Bail from
which all proceedswentto the American
Cancer Society. Despite low administra-
tion and faculty participation, Tri Delta
raised over $18,000 for the Cancer soci-
ety.
Mather basement remained full of
activity the entire day. Students were
"arrested", then sentenced bail by the
judge. They were then left to their own
devices to raise money for the Cancer
Society in order to free themselves. The
success was due to the creative and indi-
vidual efforts of students.
One student did not bother to get
on the phone at all, instead asking
passers-by to pledge a dollar each. He
was able to raise $100 for his bail. An-
other student raised over $800 on his
own and was the recipient of a $200
trophy donated by Hartford Trophy.
Delta Delta Delta was nervous
about the success of the event when it
became clear that President Gerety and
most of the faculty and deans were not
going to participate. They played a ma-
jor role in last year!s Jail and Bail which
raised $13,000. Despite this disappoint-
ment, however, Tri.Delta managed to
have a higher participationrate this year
and beat last year's total. The success
was primarily due to the cooperation of
the other Greek organizations on cam-
pus. Alpha Delta Phi raised over $3,900
and Psi-Upsilon raised $2,000, Delta
Delta Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha/Sigma Nu,
Delta Psi, Delta Phi, and Kappa Kappa
Gamma raised a combined total of $4,500.
Marriot workers were alsojin enthusiast
Sc group, ]
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NEWS
Constitution Written. Officials Elected-
College Democrats of Conn. Formed; Kteisel Is President
QBYADAMCAHILL
Special to the Tripod
On October 27, due in great part to
the efforts of Trinity College sophomore
Adam Kreisel, the College Democrats of
Connecticut was officially formed. In-
cluding Wesleyan University, Connecti-'
cutCollege, Fairfield University, and the
University of Connecticut, the organiza-
tion will strive to educate students about
the philosophy of the Democratic party,
and assist in the election of Democratic
candidates.
Mr. Kreisel's involvement in Col-
lege Democrats began last year when he
served as the Vice President for Trinity's
newfound chapter. The bulk of the
group's efforts were focused on support-
ing Toby Moffet's unsuccessful congres-
sional campaign in Waterbury, but as a
result of establishing an organization the
members were invited to participate in
the College Democrats of America con-
vention in Washington, D.C. last spring.
Although the convention was dominated
by colleges from Massachusetts and the
capitol area, Mr. Kreisel, following
Wesleyan senior David Smith's sugges-
tion, saw an opportunity to unify cam-
puses throughout Connecticut.
Mr. Kreisel spent the early part of
the semester writing a constitution for
College Democrats of Connecticut, and
after sending the finished copy to several
campuses, the group came together to
elect officials. Twenty-five people, in-
cluding representatives from Senator
Dodd's office, participated, and Kreisel
was elected president. In addition, Trin-
ity College freshman Jay Wise won a seat
on the executive council.
In its first year of existence the
organization has the modest goal of es-
tablishing a wider base throughout Con-
nectic ut, and as many as five colleges are
. Whitney Brown of NBC's 'Saturday Night Live"
entertained a Washington* Room audience last








Mon-Fri 11-8 (203) 297-5231
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300 Summit Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06106
presently interested in becoming mem-
bers. The organization must also address
monetary issues, and is currently seek-
ing financial support from elected offi-
cials to aid in its operating costs.
Apart from his work in founding
College Democrats of Connecticut, Mr.
Kreisel serves as the Vice Chairman of
the Issues Committee for the College
Democrats of America, and along with
Peter Friedman '94, is the co-chairman of
College Democrats of Trinity. Although
his participation in the statewide organi-
zation has taken up much of Mr. Kreisel's
time, The Trinity College Democrats have
this year co-sponsored a Pro Choice
speaker, arranged an anti-David Duke
rally, and are supporting Rock the Vote,
a group which hopes to change current
registration laws to encourage higher
voter participation.
Mr. Kreisel has no political aspira-
tions of his own. His involvement in
College Democrats stems from a desire
to establish a forum for progressive ideas
to flourish and a belief in the ideals of the
Democratic party. "Politics is one of the
few places in which you can attain re-
sponsibility at this age. If you take the
time to get involved, it is not difficult to
get elected officialsto listen to your ideas,"
said Mr. Kreisel. vSP
Tay Moiiahan '93, organizer of last Tuesday's PSI U Blood





MONDAY: Panel Discussion with
Vietnam War Vets.
TUESDAY: Oxfam Fast Breaking of
Fast (on Cave Patio at 6p.m.) and Speak
Out Against Hunger and Homelessness.
Sleep-Out
WEDNESDAY: Oxfam Global Dinner
FRIDAY: Intra-Fraterniiy Sponsored
Party.
SUNDAY: Canned-Food Drive at Area
Supermarkets. Bowl-A-Thon.
ALL WEEK: SG A: ToiletriesDrive
RA Program: Thanksgiving Baskets.




"Authorizing Law: Do Private In-
terests Matter?/' by Stephen Utz, profes-
sor of law at the University of Connecti-
cut Law School and visiting associate
professor of philosophy at Trinity Col-
lege. 4:00 p.m. McCook Hall, Room 313.
Sponsored by the Trinity College Phi-
losophy Department.
"'Lamming' Picasso: Wilfredo
Lam's 'The Jungle' as Critique of 'Primi-
tivism in Modernism'," by Paul Rogers,
the 1991-92 Ann Plato Fellow at Trinity
College. 4:30 p.m. Austin Arts Center,
room 320. Free admission. Wine and
cheese reception to follow. Sponsored by
the office of the dean of the faculty.
14 Thursday
"Camp Paradox Revisited," a talk
by Assistant Professor of Theater and
Dance Joshua Karter about "Camp Para-
dox," a play by Barbara Graham that he
is directing at the Austin Arts Center.
12:15 p.m. Trinity Women's Center,
Mather Hall. Lunch Series Fall 1991 pre-
sented by the Trinity Women's Center
and Trinity College Faculty Grants Of-
fice.
18 Monday
"My Career in the Greek Navy:
Three Weeks in an Athenian Trireme,"
by Alfred Wolsky. 8 p.m. Austin Arts
Center, Room 320. Free admission. Spon-
sored by the Archaeological Institute of
America Hartford Society in conjunction
with the Trinity College classics depart-
ment.
Chapel
Holy Eucharist will be celebrated
at 7:00 p.m. on Sundays.
Evening Prayer will be said week-
days at 5 p.m. It will be held in the
Friendship Chapel onMondays, Wednes-
days, Thursdays, and Fridays, and in the
Crypt Chapel on Tuesdays.
Roman Catholic Mass will be held
on Sundays at 5 p.m.
Exhibitions
"Mark Twain's Hartford Connec-
tions," the inaugural exhibition of the
Mark Twain Memorial Program at Trin-
ity College. Watkinson Library, Trinity
College Library. Hours: Monday through
Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. through
January 31.
"Persistence of Nature: Recent
Works by Joan WadleighCurran" will be
on display in the Austin Arts Center's
Widner Gallery. Hours: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
daily through Sunday, November 24th.
"The Victorian Parlor Garden," an
exhibition of books of interest to indoor
gardeners of the late 19th century, curated
by Karen Clarke. Watkinson Library,
Trinity College Library. Monday through
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. through
March 30.
"Different Perspectives on Living,"
an exhibition of photographs by Darrell
Fitzgerald, a Trinity College sophomore.
Mather Art Space, Mather Hall. 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m. daily. Opening reception on
Wednesday November 13 from 4:30 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m.
TOP 15 NEW COLLEGE ALBUMS
FOR THE WEEK OF:
11/10/91
(compiled by Margot Edwards)
1. NIRVANA












14. ALICE COOPER TRIBUTE COMPILATION
15. SWERVEDRIVER
ready for a change?
hear all these bands and more on
WRTC.Radio Trinity College




A prose reading by Yale Univer-
sity Associate Professor of English Sara
Suleri, author of "Meatless Days," a mem-
oir of Pakistan. 4:00 p.m. Faculty Club,
Hamlin Hall. Free admission. Refresh-
ments to follow reading. Co-sponsored
by Trinity College's departments of En-
glish and religion.
Theater
"Camp Paradox," a work-in-
progress by New York playwright Bar-
bara Graham. This coming-of-age play,
set in an all-girls' camp in 1963, explores
the boundaries of friendship and love.
Directed by Trinity College Assistant
Professor of Theater and Dance Joshua
Karter. November 8-10 & 14-16. 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center's Garmany Hall. Gen-
eral admission:$6; students and senior
citizens:$4. Call (203) 297-2199 for more
information.
Music
The Trinity College Community
Orchestra will perform the overture and
ballet music from Mozart's opera
"Idomeneo" and Debussy's "Rapsodie"
4or saxophone and orchestra. The con-
cert will feature the internationally ac-
claimed saxophone sciolist Greg
Banaszak and will be conducted by Dou-
glas Johnson, assistant professor of mu-
sicat Trinity College. Austin Arts Center's
Goodwin Theater. Sunday, November
17, at 8:15 p.m. Free admission.
"A Little Noon Music," a program
of new music for video and electronic
cello presented by Jeffery Krieger, prin-
ciple cellist for the Hartford Symphony
Orchestra and instructor inmusic at Trin-
ity College. 12:00 noon. Austin Arts
Center's Garmany Hall. Monday, No-
vember 18. Free admission.
Films
A series of films, "Women in French
and Italian Cinema," showcasing out-
standing directors and actresses, will be
shown in the Seabury Chapel. 7 p.m.
Free admission. Wednesday, Nov.13-
"Seven Beauties"; and Wednesday,
Nov.20- "Entre Nous."
General
The French language proficiency
exam willbe given Thursday, November
14, starting at 4:00 p.m., in Seabury 14.
All students planning to take the exam
must register with the secretary of Mod-
ern Languages, Mrs. Shorey, in Seabury
23, and pick up the essay questions a
week in advance. AllFrench majors, Plan
A or B, must take this exam.
Trinity College National Abortion
Rights Action League meeting. Tursday,
8 p.m. in Seabury 18. Come to support




For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization..
usouimr NO rnnsmmt MOWIED*
CALL 1-800-950-8472, exvi 50
Lose Your Lunch
Or maybe breakfast and
dinner, too. Skip a meal
on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving, and join
millions of students
who, since 1973, have
been a part of the Fast
foraWorUHorvest
campaign. Help some of
the poorest people in the
world feed themselves






Lose your lunch November 21.
YouTl be surprised how much you gain.
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WORLD A N D NATION
Wouldn't You like To Be A Patriot Too?
• BY ELI LAKE
Asst. Editor of World & Nation
Last year, during the Persian Gulf
conflict I was swinging on the flag pole.
It was about three in the morning, I had
had a bit much to drink. I was with a
moderately sized group of people and
the flag was still on the pole. During my
little flag pole adventure, I took it upon
myself todescribe the greatpolitical irony
of the symbolic meaning of a flag under
the ties of rope. Unfortunately a security
guard who had been observing the situ-
ation, heard my political commentary,
and decided it was time to put an end to
this un-American activity. He said to
me, "son, you can burn her, but you can't
mess with her." At this point, instead of
summing up the situation correctly, and
taking the advice of a more sober friend,
I decided to engage the man in Socratic
dialogue. I responded by posing the
hypothetical situation of the flag being
private property and my constitutional
righttofreedomof expression. Myrather
patriotic friend did not take to kindly to
my argument, and made it clear he did
not approve of my anti-American exist-
ence using a Jane Fonda metaphor, and
ending his epithet by stating "a law's a
law." I then engaged him in a question of
semantics asking him 'whether he was
paraphrasing a law, or was this a direct
quote?' I admit, this was rather obnox-
ious, but with a blood alcohol level far
over the legal limit, it seemed like the
right thing to ask. At this point the
security guard told us it was time to
leave, and made it quite clear that he was
willing to make this option very attrac-
tive. I was definitely drunk, but I was not
drunk enough to choose political mar-
tyrdom, at the expense of a heavy bail
fee, and my parent's outrage.
This drunken experience has
stayed with me like a thorn in my foot. It
doesn't bother me so much that I was
reprimanded by campus safety, but
rather the fact that I was accused of being
Why Pay Taxes: It's My
Hard Earned Money
•BYJAYBARBA
World & Nation Writer
A few weeks ago I got a job at
CampusSafety. A8withmostjobs,Iwas
handed a W-2 (or W-4, or W-6 or what-
ever) form to fill out. I started writing in
myname, but then I stopped. Isuddenly
wondered why I had to pay taxes. What
right does the government have to make
me give up some of my hard earned
money? Of course I soon realized that
there are those less fortunate than me,
and they deserve the same privileges I
have. But why does the IRS have to
regulate this dispersal of wealth? I put
the form down and started to question
the very existence of our government.
You see, I thought it was a good
question. Why can't people decide for
If I wanted my money
to go toward feeding the
hungry and housing the
homeless, curing the sick
and educating the poor,
why can't I just give my
money directly to those
causes? . . \ • •
themselves who they want to give their
money to? For example, if I wanted my
money to go toward feeding the hungry
and housing the homeless, curing the
sick and educating the poor, why can't I
just give my money directly to those
causes? I don't want to pay for any
stealth.bombers or "Star Wars" defense
systems or any other weapons of de-
struction. I then thought of what a won-
derful place this country (this world for
that matter) would be if people were
allowed to give what they want to whom
they want. There would be no more sick
and hungry people, there would be
homes for those who need them, people
would be welleducated, and maybe there
would even be a cure for AIDS.
At the same time there would be
no more killing, no more torture, no more
wars. What would the soldiers have to
fight with? Certainly not guns and tanks
and planes. Those things would cost
money, and if the people could decide
what they wanted to put their money
toward, they certainly wouldn't buy
those awful things. For, what person
alive could buy a gun when a child some-
where is going hungry?
Crime, resentment and prejudice
would be gone overnight. For these
emotions are based on resentment and
jealousy, and if people shared, what
would there be to get jealous over? We
would all realize that we as people,
whether white or black, Christian or
Moslem, are basically the same, and we
would share the foodon our table. Ameri-
cans will break bread with Soviets, Ar-
abs will break bread with Jews, Blacks
will break bread with Whites. It would
be a world community.
Of course the politicians would
hot like this idea. Who would pay their
salaries? These politicians would have
to get a real job and stop sponging off the
people. It would be the end to partisan
politics and tyrants.
I was amazed at whata wonderful
idea this could be. If the people could
choose whom to give their money to, it
would be a world without hunger, with-
out sickness, without war, without bor-
ders, without corruption, without...
But then I realized that human be-
ings are selfish uncaring scum, so I con-
tinued rilling out the form. ®
Debate All Issue With A Rival.
Go Head To Head In World SfNatioru
Call x2583 To reserve a topic.
World & Nation... It's Everything
un-American because of my freedom of
expression; the fact that I was accused of
being un-American because of activity
that is inherently American. I thought
about this experience over three cups of
coffee the next day, and I came to the
conclusion that I was far more an Ameri-
can than this deceived security guard.
Of course, I am a patriotic citizen; that's
why I am so upset with this country. If
patriotism is love of your country, the
best love of country is tempered with
harsh criticism. Patriotism is not uncon-
ditional love and protection for a sym-
bol. Allow me to draw the following
analogy. In a family, a mother obviously
loves her son unconditionally, but if her
son is failing out of school, it is the job of
the mother to criticize and influence her
son to change. It is not an unconditional
love that shackles the mother into immo-
bility. Truly patriotic Germans during
the 1930s were outraged with their
country's government and the symbol of
their country. This anger was not pro-
moted by mere rebellion, but was out of
love for the German people. Getting
drunk and making political criticism
about the flag is as American as Marlboro
Reds in a box.
Some would argue that The U.S. of
A. is not about freedom at all, and inher-
ent American values include corruption,
greed and exploitation. In response to
this argument, I would say that, though
this is the reality of America, the applica-
tion of the ideology does not have to be
the same as the ideology itself .My argu-
ment is that this is the reality of America,
but is the application of an ideology the
same as the ideology itself? It is obvi-
ously not, so I instead assume my criti-
cisms of American government are in the
interest of living up to this ideal. I love
this country, I love the people of this
country, and my love coupled with my
skepticism leaves me no option, other
than to challenge the status quo and ex-
ercise my American rights to their fullest
potential.®
Wofford's Win Over Thombtugh
Signals Republicans' Weakness
UBYDANANNIXT
World & Nation Writer
This week, in a special Senate elec-
tion in Pennsylvania, Harris Wofford
resoundingly defeated Richard
Thornburgh. Wofford, a Democrat, was
appointed earlier thig year by the Penn-
sylvania Governor Bob Casey to fill the
vacated seat of the late Senator Heinz
who died in a plane crash. Thornburgh,
a Republican, resigned his post as Attor-
ney General to run against Wofford. He
was considered by many to be the favor-
ite in this election because he was once
the Governor of Pennsylvania and also
had a measure of prestige because he
was Attorney General.
In the beginning of the race,
Thornburgh held a 40 point lead over
Wofford. However, this lead slowly
eroded as Thornburgh ran a weak and
ineffective campaign that offered few
innovative solutions to the nation's prob^
lems. Wofford ran on a platform that
criticized the Republican party's lack of a
strong domestic economic policy. He
was also in favor of an expanded na-
tional health program to bolster Medi-
care. Near election day, polls indicated
that both candidates were about equally
supported. However, on election day
voters came out in droves to vote for
Wofford.
This victory for the Democratic
candidate came in a state which usually
votes Republican in Senate and Presi-
dential races. The vote in Pennsylvania
in this election is an indicator of dissatis-
faction with the policies of the Republi-
can party. Senator Heinz was a Republi-
can who had strong backing from his
constituency. However, this constituency
had suffered from many of the economic
woes facing this country and thus could
not be counted on to vote for Thornburgh.
Republicans have been so con-
cerned with foreign policy matters over
the past few years that they have almost
completely ignored domestic problems,
The vote in this
election is an indica-
tor of dissatisfaction
with the policies of the
Republican party.
such as rising unemployment and a dete-
riorating public education system. This
week's vote may well be a harbinger of
what is to happen in next year's Presi-
dential race as the perception of the Re-
publican party's domestic impotency
grows.^
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
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Let Made In America'
Mean Something Again
D A N I E L S C A N . L A N
ENEE^WOUR
Writer Studying Abroad Offers
Some Of His Thoughts About The
American Auto Industry
D BY JONATHAN E. HEUSER
World & Nation Writer
I don't know how it is where you
come from, but where I grew up, every
family had a station wagon. We had a
1972 Ford Country Squire LTD with the
imitation wood paneling, and it is quite
possibly the largest car ever made.
The Country Squire was the only
American car we ever owned and it was
a big piece of my childhood. It came to
symbolize the American car in my mind:
roomy enough for twelve, corners like
it's on rails (that is, like a freight train),
200,000 horsepower, and six miles to the
gallon. Back when the Japanese were
sending over glorified golf carts and the
Germans were still retooling the Panzer
factories, these gems of American steel
were the masters of the road. Everybody
bought American- it was the best.
Unfortunately, ten years later the
manufacturing race was a bit tighter and
the local boys were asleep at the wheel of
the industry.
The "Big Three," General Motors,
Ford, and Chrysler, together lost $2.2
billion in the third quarter of this year, a
loss second only in magnitude to the $2.3
billion loss in tine first quarter. Also, for
the first three months of 1991, more
Americans bought foreign cars than do-
mestic cars.
Why do people buy foreign cars?
Maybe because they get better mileage,
except that General Motors' Geo gets
more miles to the gallon than any import.
Maybe it's because foreign cars are more
attractive, except that Ford's Taurus is
about the most popular design on the
road. Maybe it's because they are less
expensive, except that lots of American
cars are cheaper than imports. Maybe it's
because they are of better quality, ex-
cept- hey, you can't win 'em all.
It's apparent that the U.S. Auto
industry has the ability to beat out its
foreign competition, yet the industry is
collapsing nonetheless. Why can't our
Big Three apply the lessons learned with
successful models on a large scale? It
seems that for every attractive, popular
model, there is an Edsel, a Monte Carlo,
a 78 Camaro, a seated mower, and a
Chrysler. For every peach, a tree full of
lemons. Every rose has its thorn, every
dog has its day.
I am spending this semester abroad
at school in London. Here, the home of
Jaguar, Rolls Royce and Range Rover,
and so close to the fatherland ofMercedes,
BMW, Audi and Volkswagen, I expected
American cars to be a sad joke. I was
wrong.
In London, a city choked with the
exhaust of endless lines of vehicles, I see
atleastas many Fords as anyother make,
as well as plenty of Vauxhalls (GM's
Europeanname). These are different from
what we see in the U.S.: they are sporty,
modern, and practical. They certainly
compare favorably with many foreign
cars, though you still won't catch me
shouting about it at the airport.
In Great Britain, U.S. automakers
aren't the hometown boys winning buy-
ers out of patriotism or pity rather than
quality.Here,theymustcompeteonmerit
alone, and from the looks of it, they're
doing fine.
Why can't they do this back home?
The Big Three seem confident that con-
sumers, seeing the same old clunkers
year after year, will keep buying. Their
enormous losses should be a little hint at
the truth.
I recently read a poll in USA Today
(though I read below the fourth grade
level, there are plenty of nice colorful
graphs to keep me interested) which
asked people if they buy American or
foreign cars. Of the answers published,
one said foreign, the others said domes-
tic. All respondents drove American cars.
Though this still tells us more about
the readership of USA Today than any
useful statistical information, what I
found interesting was the reasoning, Of
those who said they'd buy American,
only one said he liked domestic cars bet-
ter. The others merely emphasized the
importance of supporting the industry.
It would be foolish to argue against
investing in American industry, but it is
also foolish for the Big Three to strangle
the auto industry as they do. In Japan,
which has roughly half of our popula-
tion, there are three times as many large
automakers, all on an island about the
size of the quad. The product of this
competition is millions of cars which are
bought in the U.S. Healthy competition
produces a competitiveproduct. It is time
that the American auto industry stop
taking the consumer for granted, The
industry needs a kick in the pants- or,
even better, a boot to the head- but it's got
to come from somewhere. These compa-
nies need new ideas and new direction
and a major overhaul of their manage-
ment and production philosophy.
There is a ray of hope. With its
Saturn, GM began to experiment with
new concepts in production. It started
with a totally new design and then asked
to move to a new factory town in order to
eat, live, and socialize with fellow Saturn
workers. The company held frequent
meetings for employee input. The natu-
ral result of this kind of approach is
workers who actually take pride in their
product because they have a direct stake
in its success or failure.
A recent independently conducted
consumer research test talked to owners
of Saturns and other similarly priced cars.
The results showed that every Saturn
driver would recommend the car to his
friends, a claim no other car could equal.
AIDS Hits Home For
America (Finally)
Magic Johnson's AnnouncementWakes Us Up
Last week Magic Johnson an-
nounced that he is infected with the
AIDS virus. In that one statement,
Magic may have begun to overcome 10
years of ignorance concerning the dis-
ease in this country. The fall of a hero to
the virus has made it painfully appar-
ent to mainstream America that AIDS
is tightening its hold on our popula-
tion. No longer will its victims be dis-
missed as members of fringe groups
(homosexuals, IV drug users), as they
have been so far. The disease has now
hit professional athletics, the opiate of
our masses.
Magic Johnson is to be praised
for his courage in publicly stating that
he is HTV positive.. In his new role as a
symbol of the AIDS epidemic he may
begin to communicate that people, no
matter what their habits or persuasion,
do have something to fear from this
disease; it threatens to kill even those
we thought to be invincible. His effect
is already being feltin pur cities, where
adolescents are asking questions about
how the virus is communicated and
the possibility for a cure. The frighten-
ing thing is that we are finding out how
poorly people are informed about the
answers to those questions.
Immediately following the news
of Magic Johnson's pledge to become a
'spokesman for the disease' Capitol Hill
responded by heating up the debate
over the funding of hew research for a
cure.
State and local leaders are now
moving to reinstate AIDS education
programs which were slashed because
of budgetary problems. This is a step in
the right direction. And it does offer
hope for the future of those in our
cities, where the disease is hitting hard-
est.
• But why has it taken so long for
Congress and other leaders to get vocal
about AIDS? Because the disease first
attacked groups of people associated
with two of this country's biggest ta-
boos: drug use and homosexuality.
When AIDS was first detected, in the
early 80s, America was riding high on
"just say no" and a the large scale
counter-offensive against drugs. Al-
though it was never said, it was im-
plied that those who became infected
as a result of drug use were getting
what they deserved anyway. Simi-
larly with the gay population, Reagan
Republicanism did not rise to power
championing their rights, and there-
fore seemed to express little concern
when it was reported that a mysterious
disease was infecting large numbers of
homosexuals in cities like New York
and San Francisco. It appears that after
ten years of hoping the problem would
just go away, the Federal government
may be realizing that it is not.
In light of last week's events, it
now appears possible that government-
supported research and prevention
may get going full steam. This is ben-
eficial. It was a long time in corning.
What we as a country must now do is
ask why we have neglected the disease
for so long. The superficial reasons are
obvious- the specific nature of the
groups of people it attacked. But these
reasons point to a general tendency on
the part of our country not to worry
about something until it hits the main-
stream of our population. The danger
of a mass-consciousness like that of the
United States is that an epidemic is not
deemed a risk until 'normal' people
start to get it. From the disease-preven-
tion point of view, this is a nightmare.
We lose our ability to react quickly and
effectively to epidemic situations like
the one we face.
We didn't worry about AIDS
because most believed that you had to
be a part of a 'risk group' to get it.
Perhaps now people are realizing that
everyone is part of a 'risk group' for
this disease. You don't have to do IV
drugs or be gay to get it. AIDS doesn't
discriminate. And there is no cure.
When the Saturn hit the market, the pub-
lic responded by buying cars faster than
GM could make them.
There is no reason why the U.S.
auto industry shouldn'tbe the best in the
world, and the Saturn is a step in the
right direction. Here in America, we have
better resources, better ideas, and better
looking women. These countries we com-
pete against, aren't even big enough to
park our cars in. We're better stronger,
faster- the six zillion dollar country. When
I grow up, I want my kid to have the
Country Squire tank to learn to drive, but
I want to be able to drive an American-
made car, knowing I have the fastest,
sportiest, coolest (and of course the most
environmentally sound!) car on the road.
Maybe something like the Batmobile,
except with a CD player. $
Ed. Note: Jonathan Heuser, a member
of Trinity College Class of 1993, is presently
studying at King's College, London.
TheTnpod,Trinity's leading weekly,
meets on Tuesday eveningsjat 7:00 in
the basement of Jackson.
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Gullibility Prophesied Over Four Hundred Years Ago
• BYPRASANTSAR
Features Writer
In the 16th century A.D. a silly little man wearing
a funny multicolored cubical hat sat pondering atop a
forbidden mountain in France repeatedly asking him-
self, "What am I going to do with the rest of my life?"
Suddenly it dawned on him! I'll be a fortune teller, a
prophet - easy job, good pay, in the public eye, no
overtime and no accountability.
And so goes the story. Whose? Why,
Nostradamus's, of course! Let's be realistic. When you
live on the very top of a mountain and wear a funny hat
your options are limited to fortune teEer or clown -
similar jobs but one includes makeup, a unicycle, and
juggling. Anyway back to our hero's story. Was this
really possible? Could Nostradamus be held in the
same regard as Sydney Omarr - the famed L.A. Times
Syndicate Horoscope Guy. Whynot? It has been a long
standing notion that funny hats can get a guy noticed,
not to mention other talents. And so it happened. He
dropped his papyrus and went looking for the big time.
Sure he had to step on some of the less inspired and
unambitious peons of his time, but you've got to what
you've got to do. After all, who but he could say he was
going places. He, the prophet, had seen it in the stars.
Across many foreign and distant landshe walked
for days and days. Yeah, it was hard, it was real hard.
In fact, it was really painful, but he was a prophet and
he had seen it coming. When he hit the big time (I'd tell
you where it was, but then I'd have to kill you), he
mentioned his job and of course threw in a few simple
demonstrations. "Gentleman," he preached, "To those
of you with one only one beret to your name... The
scales of justice swing in your favor. Emphasis on
details, structure, design, color coordination. By mak-
ing inquiries, answers are obtained in a surprising
manner." Of course every French intellectual who
heard this swallowed it. All they had to do was think
hard enough and something would pop up that re-
motely matched the prophecy.
Well, you've got to admire that. Not one damn bit
of experience in fortune telling, and here he was throw-
ing out prophecies like garbage and everyone was
buying it. He could hardly believe it, but then again it
didn't make a difference if he did or not, it was his
audience that counted. "These people are gullible," he
said to himself, "but I wonder if they know it... No
don't be ridiculous, I'm the prophet. I'll know before
they will."
Well, he certainly was on his way, and so, having
established a pretty snazzy reputation, our hero was
extremely elated. Nomads who had taken up dare devil
professions would come form all over to ask
Nostradamus of their possibility for success. Offering
up, however, the most ridiculously absurd situations
such as leaping over a keilbasa the size of San Francisco
in a single bound, Nostradamus predicted the obvious.
"You, my friend, will experience to a high degree mis-
erable and unprecedented, not to mention disgusting
and utterly humiliating, failure in your future." And
sure enough they did. Wow, "this is easy," our hero,
thought. "All I do is speak the rational and these Larrys
think I'm some kind of God." Well, this was all good
and fine for a little while, but after a some time the job
was getting a bit borrrrring. And when you're bored
with what you're doing you've got to diversify. Now,
Nostradamus having predicted this happening to him,
MagicWokOffeisDelidousOffbeatFaiie
CYNTHIA KRON
On New Britain Avenue, the Magic Wok's enjoyable atmosphere and scrumptuous food equal excellent dining.
• BY ANNA DAVID
Features Gourmet .,
The Magic Wok Restaurant, at 1245 New Britain
Avenue, - also called the Mongolian Barbecue - takes
the place of Tony Roma's at the "four corners" section
of Hartford. Okay, so it's confusing.,. at least the food
is amazing.
Our confusion did not really end with the name.
We actually thought we had stumbled into the wrong
restaurant when we saw the somewhat elegant atmo-
sphere generated by the grey carpet and white table-
cloths. Yet all we seemed to notice at first were the
black napkins, the lack of knives - although we were
given two forks and spoons each, the waiters' gold ties
reminiscent of a Las Vegas casino, and a smoking
section right next to the huge wok. Aspects of Mongo-
lian culture? Perhaps.
Basically, the thing to do here is the buffet for
$13.95. {Actually $12.56 - the manager has since of-
fered a 10% discount to all Trinity College students -
enjoy.} After you fill up on fired rice, scallion pan-
cakes, fried chicken wings, steamed vegetable dump-
lings, boneless spare ribs, and other nameless sub-
stances, you maybe surprised to learn that you haven't
touched the main course. Abriefresfisrecommefided
at this point. For the main course^ select from an
array of raw vegetables and meats; choose your
sauce (spicy, medium, or mild) and hand it all
over. Your meal is cooked up on the wok in a few
minutes right in front of you.
It may well be the shortest meal you have
ever eaten, unless you keep going back to the
appetizers buffet for more. Remember, the same
buffet is only $7.95 ($7.16) at lunchtime, and there
is also a menu with poultry, pork, beef, seafood,
and health food selections. The bill certainly
does seem to add up, but this is definitely the
place if you are in the mood for something new
and have not eaten out for about a week. And if
you don't have time to eat your food there, take-
out is available. W
had already taken the precaution of making sure a
definition existed for this word.
Diversification meant big time expansion for our
hero. This meant movie contracts, television sitcoms,
media hype, maybe even a Nostradamus action figure.
There was no end to the possibilities! But this was years
into the future, and I mean over four hundred years into
the future. What about now? What could he do? And
so unaware of any easy way out, he stuck with his first
instinct, or I should say prophecy. "A man who lies
before he dies shall suffer nothing but grandeur for the
risks he takes. After death you are subject to none of
those of the earth so pay no heed then to their worth.
Speak with your mouth, not with your mind. What's
out of sight is out of mind." If you don't understand
what his means, I'll tell you. It means start making stuff
up, go crazy, be vague - but witty. If they are not sure
what you're saying, they can't get you for anything.
And so he was. He wrote of major leaders being
murdered, imperialism, and disasters that would befall
whole continents but no one in the 17Ul century bought
it. "He's a crock," they wailed, "He's all dried up!"
Well, unfortunately, Nostradamus lost quite a bit that
year. His previous bookings at the local clubs in and
around town had all been called off. He was a man who
was the victim of being ahead of his time. Too bad he
was not a time traveler.
In this day and age, when we hear the name
Nostradamus, we all think about this deified prophet
who predicted the coming of Adolf Hitler, Saddam
Hussein, and a massacre on Halloween. Did he really?
If indeed his prophecies did refer to these events, it is a
perplexing phenomena. If not, however, can we all live
with the fact that we may be the victims of a huge joke
of a little man, wearing a silly cubical hat, sitting curled
up like a ball, atop a mountain, laughing hysterically at
our gullibility. QjP
SIGILL. COLL.
TRIN. S A N C ?
The school's seal. You see it in Hamlin, on
Elton, and on Clement. In fact it's
everywhere, but does anyone know what
it means? Thirteen stars, a mitre, some
temple, a crook, and a key. Plus some
motto in a foreign language. Next week,
we will publish the best student
interpretations of the seal, so send your
entries to Box 1310. Who knows, somebody
may even get it right. By the way, thanks
foryour continued support. After all, we're
Features, and we're here to help.
The Tripod sincerely regrets the omission of Brian
Johnson's name from his Nonsense cartoon last week,
"You Thought You Had It Bad."
Mr. Johnson's work is an important part of Features,
and we apologise for the oversight.
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PiKappaAlphazLeadecshiprConcertv&Responsibilify
D BY RAN BARTON, HI
Features Editor
Of Trinity's eight fraternities, its
most recent addition is Pi Kappa Alpha.
Chartered here in 1953, Pike is an out-
growth of the local fraternity Tau Alpha;
Although young, Pike's Epsilon Alpha
chapter is one of the largest houses on
campus, with forty active brothers, and
twenty pledges. Based at 94 Vernon
Street, Pike members come from every
walk of life on campus. It is that variety
of interests and responsibilities that en-
sures their commitment to improving
the campus environment.
"I've always seen Pike as a place
to meet people I wouldn't have met any-
where else," explains President Nicho-
las J. Maglio, '92. "We bring together
different interests and promote interac-
tion between many varied personalities.
I'd hate to try and characterize us."
President Maglio attributes their
popularity in large part to the chapter's
strong no-hazing policy, to which they
are firmly committed. "We adopted this
policy even before our National did. I
think it explains our high retention rates
among pledges." During pledging the
emphasis is of forming friendships,
rather than forcing respect, and as Maglio
points out, "hazing plays no part in that."
Pike's enlightened policies do not
end with their pledging policies. When
discussing fraternities' role on campus,
Maglio denied that their social function
was their most important. "Ithinkpeople
assume that fraternities want to control
the social scene on campus. I think Pike
would still thrive without its role in the
social scene."
In an effort to combat the poor
image of the fraternity social scene, Pike
has done a great deal to dispel the ste-
reotypes surrounding "frat parties."
Initiating a number of programs, the
chapter has consistently worked to im-
prove the conditions found at both their
parties and those at other fraternities on
campus. For over four years, Pike par-
ties have featured the Walker Program,
which makes a sober brother available
to any guest who does not feel safe or
able to go home by themselves. This
program has been adopted by the IFC,
along with another Pike initiative: Fe-
male Monitors. The Female Monitor
program is designed to ensure that any
woman who feels she is being harassed
or assaulted is guaranteed the advocacy
of another woman.
Pike also sponsors education pro-
grams for their brothers in conjunction
with the Women's Center. Along those
lines, they have sponsored events dur-
ing Sexual Assault Awareness Week,
including a lecture by a visiting profes-
sor last year. Most recently, Pike has
adopted a new policy for their parties.
Maglio explains that, "in an attempt to
more closely monitor attendance, PiKS*
has instituted a new social policy that
prohibits entry without an invitation.
The invitations, though limited, will be
available to all."
All of these initiatives have had
a noticeable effect, which Pike could
attest to on Saturday, September 7.
That was the party where a Boston
man attempted to force himself on a
female Trinity student. Her assail-
ant, Paul Patten, 19, of Boston, was
not a Trinity student. Due to Pike's
organization and planning, they
promptly threw Patten out of the
party, and delivered him to Campus
Security. At the time, Dean Winer
praised Pike, saying that they were,
"excellent in their response to [the
assault.]"
With such recognition, Pike can
Pi Kappa Alpha-Epsilon Alpha — Pall 1991: First Row (1. to r.): Bruce Ojrem,
Second Row: Keith Norton, Matthieu Pierre, Drummond Boord, Drew
Kemalian, Tito Vasquez, Eric Holtzman, Blane Kieng Third Row: Nate
Kenyon, Chris Oster, Ed Kissell, Drew Irving, Dave Tsang, Jeff Stern, Tom
Antinerella Fourth Row: Chris GillonAlvin Khoo, Neal Sprafkin, Alex Paidas,
Will Breckenfield, Matt Goldschmldt, Adam Krelsel, Chris Foley Fifth Row:
Matt Longcore, Kevin Burke, John Hut ton, Axi Colt, Harry Cohen Sixth
Riw: Nick Maglio, John Prendergaut, Andy Levlne, Matt Pietrafetta, Benjl
Loewenberg, Pat Gingras Seventh Row: Ken Thross, Graham Johnston,
Justin Oliver, Dan Latham, Greg Ann
be confident that they are headed in the Trustees' report before making any Spe-
right direction as they approach the
Trustees' decision this spring. Maglio
says that Pike does not know how they
will respond, as they are waiting for the
cific decision. Until then, Pi Kappa Al-
pha will continue with their current
policy of concerned, responsible leader-
ship. $)
And Now A Few Words From Jim Palmer's Underwear
• BY CHRISTOPHER GENE MOREA
Features Writer
Now that the utter bliss of the
World Series is behind us, it is time to
reflect on the games. I could talk about
the great pitching or the fantastic hitting
but I choose to use my time on a different
area: the blatant commercialism of base-
ball.
As I was watching the games, the
scores became irrelevant. I only watched
in order to find out how many ads CBS
could place in a nine inning game. Extra
innings were a godsend to CBS. I guess
the billion dollars they paid in order to
broadcast baseball is starting to hurt. I
cannot blame them; paying a billion dol-
lars for something would hurt me too.
For those of you who were unfortunate
enough to miss the games, I have a sur-
prise for you. Here is a transcript of Game
1 of the 1991 World Series.
"Welcome ladies and gentlemen
to CBS's presentation of the World Se-
ries.I'mVinScully along with JimPalmer
to bring you the Atlanta Braves versus
the Minnesota Twins. It's a cold night
outside but we have great conditions
here inside the Dome. Tonight's game is
sponsored in part by G.E., the light-bulb
people, Ford Trucks, we're way better
than Toyota, and your local Allstate rep-
resentatives, you're in good hands with
Allstate.
"Vin, tonight these two clubs will
be battling for the highest honor in base-
ball."
"You're right Jim, it will be a dog-
fight. Yet, no fight for the crown was
more memorable than the 1978 encoun-
ter between the Los Angels Dodgers and
the New York Yankees. Burger King,
Home of the Whopper, will help us re-
member that nail-biting series of the glo-
rious past."
"Jim, we will have to wait on that
because it's time for our National An-
them which will be sung by rock star
Madonna. You know, Jim, Madonna
drinks Pepsi because it is the choice of a
new generation. So sport fans, sit down,
grab a Pepsi, and get ready for some old
fashioned fun."
"The first ball will be thrown out
by Bob Frose, president of the JEtna. In-
surance Company. We would like to take
time and thank Bob and .flitna for their
warmth and kindness in supporting the
Boy and Girl Scouts of America. Every
time a player hits the /Btna sign, located
seven hundred feet away under the
leftf ield light standard, /Etna will donate
a hundred dollars to the Scouts. Remem-
ber JEtna, you betcha."
"Now that the opening festivities
are over, Vin, let's remind our viewers
that this game is brought to you by Major
League Baseball. No selling, copying or
rebroadcasting of this game is permitted
without the expressed written consent of
Major League Baseball.
"...So after four innings of play, the
score remains two to two. IBM now pre-.
sents 'You Make The Call'. The Pirate's
Barry Bonds attempts to steal second but
trips and falls before he reaches the base
and is apparently out. On closer inspec-
tion, the umpire notices that a spike from
Bond's shoe broke off as he was running
and caused the player to fall. Is Bonds
safe or out?...If you said safe, you made
the right call. The umpire, knowing that
Nike brings millions in revenue to Major
League Baseball, would never call a
player out because of the sponsor's de-
fective product. So remember, if you wear
Nike Products, you will never be out."
"...What a catch by Puckett to end
the top of the seventh. Wise Potato Chips
now presents the seventh inning stretch.
So everyone, get up and sing along:
Take me out to the ballgame
Take me out to the crowd
Buy me some peanuts and Wise
Potato Chips
I don't care...
"Uh, Vin, isn't that: 'Buy me some
peanuts and Cracker Jacks?'"
"It used to be, Jim, but Cracker
Jacks no longer sponsors Major League
Baseball so the songhad to be rewritten."
"But Vin, that song has been
around for decades. What right does
anyone have to change it?"
"The three million dollars Wise
Potato Chips gave CBS to change it."
"Uh, okay Vin, I'm sorry for inter-
rupting you. Please continue the song."
Buy me some peanuts and Cracker
Jacks
I don't care if I ever go back
"Wow, what a game! Gladden's
big hit in the bottom of the ninth gives the
Twins a four to three victory. I don't
know about you, Jim, but there is no
doubt in my mind who the Miller Lite
'Player of the Game' is. What do you
think, Jim?"
"I'll tell you what I think. I think
baseball is going to hell. What about our
values and priorities? Should we all bow
to the almighty corporate dollar or do we
make a stand for what is important in
life?Thisisagameand its integrity should
be protected..."
"Excuse me Jim but is it true that
you get five million dollars a year to pose
half-naked in Jockey brand Underwear?"
"Well, uhh, yeah, I guess but, uhh.
I was only kidding, Vin. Lef s hear it for
the Miller Lite 'Player of the Game' and
the Cannon Camera 'Snapshot of the
Night' and maybe even the Trojan
Condom "Save of the Game.'"
"That's more like it, Jim."
(After the game)
"Great game, Vin. How 'bout we
go to the Burger King down the street
and get us some dinner?"
"Burger King? I never eat that
crap." $&
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Trinity Professor Judy Ehvorin Performs In Bulgaria
Shares Art And Experiences \Niih New Democracy
• BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Writer
What's the most exciting thing
you've ever done during Reading Week?
While most students spent their time
either catching up on work or falling
further behind, Trinity Professor Judy
Dworin and her performance ensemble
traveled to Bulgaria to participate in a
unique and enlightening theater festival.
The Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble,establishedinl990by Dworin,
had been invited to represent the United
States at the International Festival "The-
atre in a Suitcase" in Sofia. A well known
Bulgarian director, Damian Popchristov,
had seen a tape of the Ensemble and
invited them to intiate a series of monthly
performance tours by artists from around
Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble, leaving Sofia, during their
tour of Bulgaria
ANGESSMOSS
the world at the National Theatre.
"Such events used to be sup-
ported by the state," says Dworin., "and
are now having to find their own financ-
ing." She explains how artists in Bul-
garia, in the transition from a commu-
nist-run government, "are learning about
the struggles of artists in a free society."
The group arrived in Sofia a
mere 24 hours after the first major elec-
tion since Bulgaria became a democracy
in 1989. As they toured the theater, a
massive rally of democratic supporters
was being held in the square directly
outside.
"We weren't sure if we wanted
to tour the theater or see what was going
on outside!" says Dworin. "I had not
seen this kind of commited political en-
ergy since memorable rallies of the 60's
in this country."
The Ensemble was contracted
to perform their work Distant Voices
Coming Near for three performances.
"The efforts theater people made to pub-
licize our performance was positively
amazing-something one could only wish
for back home. Our posters were
everywhere...we even had a press con-
ference." Even with the preoccupation
with the election, they sold out every
performance and ended up adding an-
other two shows which were also filled.
Dworin speaks of the piece Dis-
tant Voices Coming Nearas, "an evolu-
tionary journey through the loss of
spirtual origin." This full evening work
was performed by an ensemble on 5 per-
formers, including Trinity graduates Lisa
Matias Serrambana, '90 and Kelly James,
'91. The ensemble normally travel with
a group of musicians, but due to funding
constraints, was forced to travel without
them. Also travelling with the group
was se t designer Anguss Moss and light-
ing designer Blu, both who have previ-
ously worked on Trinity theater produc-
tions.
"The energy and enthusiasm
with which the work was received felt
genuine," says Dworin. "People who
were trying to break new ground in the
arts were especially drawn to to our per-
formances." The group decided to have
discussions with the audience after each
show to give people a chance to ask
questions. "They were mostly intersted
in the collaborative approach to the cre-
ation of the work as well as the integra-
continued on the following page
An Evening In Camp Paradox: Department Of Theater
And Dance Presents Premiere Work-in-Progress
Q] BY JENNIFER SAUNDERS
Arts Writer
For two weekends the Depart-
ment of Theatre and Dance is presenting
Camp Paradox, a work-in-progress by
Barbara Graham. A new play, Camp
Paradox "was commissioned by the WP A
Theater in New York and will have its
official 'world premiere' there next sea-
son." Members of the Trinity College
community have the chance to be the
first to experience this unique presenta-
tion.
When you arrive in Garmany
Hall you find yourself in a pine cabin,
complete with bunk-beds, shelves, and
coat-hooks, facing a sea of lawn chairs.
In the background camp songs alternate
with well-known ballads of the time, all
the work of music designer Naomi Amos.
Along with the design talents of Linda




Novelist ,dramatist,essayist and poet Ishmael Reed to give a reading of his
poetry collctions which include "New and Collected Poems", "Conjure",fbr which
lerecieved a National Book award nomination/'Chattanooga" and "A Secretary
to the Spirits" at the Austin Arts center at 8pm.
Exhibitans
Through Sunday,November 24.
"The Persistanceof Nature :Recentworksby Joan WadleighCurran".Austin
Arts center's Widener Gallery.lpm to 5pm.
Wednesday,November 13 -29.
"Different Perspectives on Living",an exhibition of photographs by
Darrell Fitzgerald,Mather Art Space .10am-8pm daily.Free admission.Opening
reception: Wednesday,November 13from 4:30 -6:30 pm.
Film
Wednesday ,November 13.
Film "Seven Beauties " will be shown as part of a series titled "Women in
French and Italian Cinema".Seabury 9-17.7pm.Free admission.
and crew alike, you are transported back
in time to the summer of 1963, an all-girls
camp on Lake Paradox, in the northeast-
ern United States.
Under the direction of Joshua
Karter, with stage manager Pamela K.
O'Kane, the all-female cast of seven re-
lives one unique summer during a time
caught between the 'utopian' fifties and
the transitions and turmoil of the later
sixties and seventies.
The play is narrated by Cory
(Gretchen Elizabeth Mihaly, '93), as she
looks back on a crucial summer in her
life. Mihaly achieves a great level of
depth and sincerity in this character, cre-
ating a rapport with the audience which
allows her to share her thoughts and
hopes with the audience, breaking out of
the action from time to time to reflect on
her past and present feelings.
Edith (Schuyler Marshall, '94).
is Cory's mother. Marshall is hilarious as
the nagging, 'bourgeois' mother. Her
mannerisms and speaking make her a
great factor for comic relief as she sug-
gests that her daughter get a nose job,
and then breaks into "Put on a Happy
Face".
At Camp Paradox, Cory shares
the cabinwith the three other fifteen year
old "Senior Paradoxicals". Renee (Lucy
T. Smith, '94) is Cory's "goody-goody"
bes t friend. Smith brings flesh and blood
to this character, keeping her 'goodness'
from ever becoming stereotyped, and
showing a wide range of emotion as she
and Cory sort through the friendship
they have shared since they were "two
minutes old".
C.J.,(Laurel B. Portnoy, '93), is
the camp clown. Portnoy provides con-
stant wit and comedy as she belts out
slightly suggestive camp songs and en-
ergetically battles' with her insecurities
and her severe post nasal drip.
Then there is Iris (Kate Cadette,
'93) a mature, sophisticated, Paul
Newman-loving teen. Cadette gives a
wonderfully natural and real portrayal
which never for a moment seems pushed.
She brings great depth to a character
who is outwardly witty and confident,
yet quite different within.
Beyond the friendship of the
four girls, the play focuses on their rela-
tionships to Donna (Catharina A.
Stephans, '93), their twenty-eight year
old counselor. Stephans is deep and
moving in her characterization of Donna,
showing a great interweaving of sensi-
tivity, vulnerability, and strength as her
relationships with all the girls, and espe-
cially Cory, grow and change.
Carla (Marion Coffey, '94) is
the head of the camp. Coffey brings
Carla to life with her animated personal-
ity and sing-song renditions of all-time
favorite morals such as make new friends,
but keep the old, and her seriousness and
strength when the moment calls for them.
In Camp Paradox the actresses not
only show great personal ability, but cre-
ate excitement, pain, and ultimately life
in their interactions with each other, do-
ing justice to very complex characters
and situations.
Since this is a work in progress,
comments are strongly encouraged.
"Working with the director, designers
and cast, the playwright made revisions
throughout the rehearsal process and
will be able now to test her play before
Trinity audiences. No doubt further
changes will be made during the coming
year. Please help the process! If you
have any comments or suggestions,
please make them known to Josh Karter,
who will forward them to Barbara Gra-
ham."
The show is on again this week-
end. Don't miss the chance to attend
Camp Paradox.®
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Sara Suleii, "a Proust of Pakistan," to Give Rich Feast of
Meatless Days on Wednesday, November 13 in Faculty dub
• BY SAMREEN MALIK AND-
SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Editor and Arts Writer
"Leaving Pakistan was, of course,
tantamount to giving up the company of
women. I can tell this only to someone like
Anita, in all the faith that she will under-
stand, as we go perambulating through the
grimness of New Haven and feed on the
pleasures of our conversational way. Dale,
who lives in Boston, would also understand.
She will one day write a book about the stern
and secretive life of breast-feeding and is
partial to fantasies that culminate in an abun-
dance of resolution. And Fawzi, with a
grimace of recognition, knows because she
knows the impulse to forget." (Meatless
Days. 1989)
Sara Suleri, author of Meatless
Days, will be reading from her works on
Wednesday, November 13 in the Faculty
ClubinHamlinHallat4pm. A reception
and book signing will follow.
Suleri is the daughter of
Ziauddin Ahmed Suleri, a once promi-
nent journalist of Pakistan. According to
Henry Louis Gates Jr., "Z.A.- editor for
many years of the nation's largest En-
glish daily-was a general in a war of
words, drafting the women in his life
into the effort." One of those women was
Sara.
Meatless Days, both essay and
autobiography, addresses the pull be-
tween Islam and the West, the mixed
blessing of the colonial heritage and what
it means to be a woman in a traditional
society, "because," as Suleri writes "there
are no women in the third world." The
title of her book is derived from Pakis tan's
founding fathers, who in their time des-
ignated two days each week as meatless
in order to conserve the food supply-
despite the fact that most Pakistanis could
not afford meat anyway.
Suleri, presently an associate
professor of English at Yale University,
earned her undergraduate degree from
Kinnaird College in Lahore, Pakistan. In
1976, she completed her Master's degree
at Punjab University, also in Lahore. She
then came to America where she was an
associate instructor at Indiana Univer-
sity. From 1981 until 1983, Suleri wss^n
assistant professor at Williams College,
and from 1983 to 1988 she was an assis-
tant professor at Yale University. Some-
where during that period before 1983,
she found the time to complete a disser-
tation and receive her Ph. D. (Indiana
University, 1983).
Currently, Suleri is a Fellow of
the Whitney Humanities Center and a
recipient of the Senior Faculty Fellow-
ship, both at Yale University. From 1987
until 1989, she was the Associate Direc-
tor of Undergraduate Studies of the En-
Ehvorin Dance Ensemble...
conturiedfrom page 14
tion of of the music, light, and set ele-
ments with the movement. Many were
also interested in the survival of artists
in the States."
Several theater groups invited
Dworin and the group to come and see
their work. She relates a particularly
memorable moment after the last per-
formance when a young girl asked to
perform one of her pieces for the group.
"It was a gutsy piece about the struggle
for freedom. These kinds of dialogue
felt important and real."
"The work, its message and in-
tentreally reached people. Ittranscended
cultural differences and established a line
of communication that left none of us the
same as when we had left the U.S. "
Interestingly enough, this is not
the end of this dialogue. The same man
who invited the performance ensemble
tq Bulgaria, Damian Popchristov, will be
directing a play at Trinity, performed by
Trinity students, in the spring.
The Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble is a flexible company of per-
formers, designers and composers col-
laborating on an on-going repertory of
dance/theater work. The ensemble will
be premiering a new work entitled
Darkland/Dawn onNovember 15&16 at
8 pm and November 17 at 4 pm at the
Charter Oak Cultural Center in Hart-
ford. General Admission is $12 while




1-<l PM, Writing Center
Mcnday — Thursday
6:30 - 9:30 PM, Writing Center
Late Night
Su-aday, Monday Thursday
10 -12 , Tom Smith Room, Mariott
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Sara Suleri will be reading from Meatless Days on Wednesday, November 13
in the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall at 4 pm.
glish Department, In addition, she was
founding editor of The Yale Journal of
In the words of Anita Desai, "
. MeatlessDays contains the kind of rich,
festiye material writers tend to relish
reordering and transforming till all is
fitted into a pattern that can be called A
Novel or A Biography. Suleri has chosen
not to do this-but to take the fragments of
a life, and related lives, into her palm,
shake them, spread them out, then gather
them up and give them another shake,
as if she were playing with a kaleido-
scope. Each twist produces an essay.
The next twist reveals the same frag-
ments-brilliantly red and green, jewel-
led blue and yellow-presented in an-
other pattern. They are like the patterns
carved out of lapis lazuli and agate, onyx
and opal; set in the marble of Moghul
tombs, for the mariner may be fanciful,
the style decorative, but the purpose is
the commemoration of death " fiS)
Hartford Arts Scene
Chatter Oak Cultural Center 21 Charter Oak Avenue
November 1(>-17 : The ]ud\ Duoiin Ensemble presents, DARKLAND/
DAWN a collection ot recent vvorks horn the rt»peitor\ Fhe eight dance woiks
which compnse DARKLAND/DAWN explore iomp of the daikest and more
optimistic reflections of our tontemorarv world and mdi\ ldual lesponics to it
8pm For more information call 232-5525 or 527-888^
University of Hartford, School of Music 200 Bloomheld A\ enue
Xovembeil3 Institute of Contemporary American Music Fall lectuie
scries featuring computer .composer Paul Lansky 5pm ,Admission free
Lutheran Church Capitol Avenue '
November 131" Mirror of America",ari2flection on American musical stage
withcomposihons for voice and plucked string instruments! performed bv
ChanteielleQames Dalton and Margaret Smith - Dalton Concert at 12 pm fol-
lowed by optional lunch at 12*35.For moie information call525-0094
Theater Works
October25-Decemberl: Sam Shepard's most popular and commercially
sucessful TRUE WEST continues TRUE WEST use8Jthe comocalfy nujhtrnamh
sibling rivalry of brothers Lee and Austin to reflect sardonically on the character
of the old and the new American West The play continues at the Bronson and
Hutermky Theater,223 Pearl street JFotmore information call 727-4027
'-
'1
Hartford Stage 50 Dn&ch<Street
No\ ember-lS-Decentiber 14- Wiham Shakespeare's" ALLS WELL THAT
ENDS WELL directed by Mark Latnos 8pm.For more information call 525-5151
or 525-5601.
• « .
The-8u»fin«U166Capitol Avenue • >, *
November 24:The Bushnell's travel film seri.es continues as Dale Johnson
p t "PACES OE, iTAt-Van exating film that captuns the essence <rf Bus
ancient past ft the modem-presentTwo showings at Zpnvand at $p \ •
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Miller Notches Twelfth Straight Winning Season
continutdfrom page 20
slipped a couple of Bantam tackles and
zigzagged his way for a 67 yard score.
Wesleyan converted the two point con-
version to cut the margin to .14-11.
The key to the game was Trinity's
very next possesion. With the lead
trimmed and momentum swinging in
Wesleyan's direction, Trinity put to-
gether an 80 yard scoring drive which
ate up over six minutes of the clock. The
drive featured a bunch of short, precise
passes and a few runs by Wallace and
Julian Craig '94. The drive was com-
pleted with only 13 seconds left in the
half. On a second and goal from the 5,
Lane threw a screen pass over the right
side to Mullaney for the score. Ted
O'Conner '92 kicked the point after to
make the score 21-11 going into halftime.
"That touchdown at the end of the half
was the key to the momentum we had in
the second half/' Lane claimed.
Lane was right. Trinity came out of
the locker room at halftime and abso-
lutely demolished Wesleyan. The Ban-
• » 1 » » ' , . - •
Nick Sims (69) and Jeff Devanney take down a
Wesleyan ballcarrier in Trinity's 47-11 victory, Tri-
captain John Dauphinee (48) looks to help.
PETER ADAMS
tarns would shut out the Cardinal offen-
sive attack while the offense racked up
26 points. "In the second half we came
out even more intense. Our goal was to
score three touchdowns," Craig said.
Trinity opened the secondhalf with
a 67 yard scoring drive. The drive was
characterized by two Wesleyan pass in-
terference calls and a 14 yard catch by
McDavitt at the Wesleyan 4 yard line.
Lane completed the drive by going over
the right side for the touchdown. The
point after failed so the score was 27-11.
The next time the Bantams got their
hands on the ball they would score on a
60 yard drive. Wallace and Mullaney
runs composed this scoring drive.
Mullaney got the six points as he swept
left for a 10 yard touchdown, his second
of the day. Every time Mullaney got his
hands on/the ball, whether it was a run,
catch, or kickoff return, something good
happened. "I just had pumped legs to-
day. It felt good," Mullaney exclaimed.
On the ensuing kickoff Trinity got
a big break. The kick was high and short
and placed in perfect position so no
Wesleyan player could get to the ball
before Jeff Owens '94 pounced on it for
theBantamsattheWesleyan31. Trinity's
next play was a gorgeous touchdown
pass to McDavitt. McDavitt led the Ban-
tams in recieving with 6 catches for 84
yards. O'Conner's kick made it 41-11.
The Bantams excellent defensive
peformance also must be noted. The
pressure the defensive line got on the
Wesleyan quarterbacks was tremendous.
The Cardinal QBs hardly ever threw a
pass without Saul Snowige '93 or Chuck
Bradley '92 throwing them to the turf,
while time and again Mike McHugh '92
and John Romeo '92 knocked down
passes at the line. The Cardinal's last
scoring threat ended with Ducey's sec-
ond interception of the day. "We knew
they liked to throw underneath. As they
came to the line of scrimage we could tell
what they would run. Itwasjustamatter
of reacting to the ball," Ducey explained.
The Bantam secondary has taken a lot of
heat this season for giving up the long
ball, but this game shut their critics up,
myself included.
After Ducey's interception the Ban-
tams would score one last time. Craig
broke a tackle atthelineand rumbled for
a 68 yard touchdown behind excellent
blocking. The point after failed but made
little difference, Trinity was up 47-11
with 7:55 left to play. Craig finished the
day leading all rushers with 129 yards
rushing.
James Lane would soon leave his
last game at Trinity to an abundance of
hugs and high fives. Lane finished the
day 20 for 31 and three touchdowns. He
will have to be one of the favorites to win
the NESCAC player of the year. "James
has so much composure, he really takes
control in the huddle," Mullaney re-
flected on Lane.
At the end of this 1991 season the
future is looking bright for the Bantams.
They will lose most of their starters on
defense, but surely the younger Bants
will step in. Though Lane will be gone,
the offense should be in excellent shape.
"With all our running backs back next
season we should be another offensive
powerhouse," Craig commented.
The coaching staff headed by coach
Don Miller should be given a great deal
of credit for completing Trinity's 12th
consecutive winning season. We would
especially like to thank the 22 seniors for
their hard work and commitment to Trin-
ity football for the past four years'. We
wish you luck in the future and thank
you for the memories. (j§)
Record Setting Season Ends With Championship Loss
continued from page 20 " . .'•'
six or eight feet from the goal and way
out to the side. She took what looked to
be a wasted shot, as it would only hit the
sideofthegoalandgooutofbounds. But
Farrar knew what she was doing as the
ball skipped past the goaltender and Trin-
ity had a 2-0 lead.
To add some insurance, although
none was needed, Lexi Rice '93 put a
rocket past the second Wheaton
goaltenderofthedayJadeRutanen. The
assist went to co-captain Margot Ring
'92.
With about sixteen minutes re-
maining/Rutanen made a fantastic save
of a Lindsey Davison '94 shot. Davison
fired the ball from the left side Rutanen
made a sliding-splits-kick save to keep
the score at 3-0. Not to be outdone was
Trinity goaltender Ashley Graves '93.
With thir teen minutes remaining, Graves
was in position to save a Wheaton shot,
when the ball was deflected by another
player, shooting it in a completely differ-
ent direction. Graves also made a splits-
save, protecting her seventh shutout of
the season. The game ended 3-0. And
with the shutout, Graves became the all-
time leader for season shutouts in Trinity
history, surpassing some pretty phenom-
enal goaltenders along the way.
Graves would make it eight on
Saturday. Playing Smith, a team they
def eatedby only a 2-1 score in the regular
season, Trinity played what could have
been its best game all season. From the
outset, Trinity was in control., Trinity •
had some golden scoring opportunities
Rice can claim as hers records for
assists in a season, with sixteen, shatter-
ing the old record of nine. She also holds
the career assist record, and, being only a
junior, can make that record almost un-
reachable if she plays next year the way
she did this one.
With a little over two minutes left
in the game, Sheppard subbed in two
players, but three left the field for the
Bantams. Only later did Ashley Farrar
come running off the bench, lnuqhing,
having left the field withouta substitute
early in the game but could riot capital-
ize, either due tobad breaks or good play
by the Smith defense.
Smith had a chance to score, too,
when, aboutsevenminutes into thegame,
they had a short corner. But the short
corner defense for Trinity, consisting of
goalie Graves, co-captain Christina
Davison '92, and sophomores Marcia
Gray, Ali Friedman and Braxton Jones
did what they did all season- stopping
any chance for the opponents. Smith
would have few scoring opportunities
thereafter.
Trinity finally broke
through with 16:52 remain-
ing in the first half when Be th
Fenwick, again in a crowd of
people in front of the net, put
it past the Smith netminder.
Lindsey Davison made it 2-0
going into halftime when she
got the ball from Farrar and
fired it into the goal. Davison
finished the year with twenty
goals, only one short of the
record.
In the secondhalf, Trin-
ity again controlled the game,
keeping the ball out of their
defensive end. With 8:08
showing on the clock, Ring
deflected a Lexi Rice rocket
past the Smith goalie, icing
the game. Braxton Jones '94
closed out the scoring with
3:36 remainingwhen she took Co-captain Margot Ring clean the bail out of Trinity's zone in
a rebound and slid it through Trinity's 3-0 win over Wheaton as fellow co-captain Christina
the Smith defense and goalie. Davison (5), goaltender Ashley Graves and Marcia Gray look on.
Even with an extra player on the field,
Smith had no chance to score a goal.
Graves didn't seem to have any shots
fired on her, but she did make four saves
somewhere along the line.
Unfortunately, that would be
Trinity's last win in 1991. Facing Wil-
liams on Sunday, Trinity opened the
game with two quick scoring chances,
but could convert neither of them. Then
something strange happened. Williams
scored With 28:45 left in the half, Wil-
17
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Bants Stunned In Sudden Death
Fitchburg State Plays Spoiler As Historic Season ComesToCbse
•BYMARKGRUBA
Sports Writer
Unbelievable. It's the only way to
describe the 1-0 sudden death overtime
loss to Fitchburg St. last Wednesday at
Trinity. After dominating Fitchburg for
132 minutes the Bants quest for a first
E.C. A.C. title came to an abrupt halt, and
with it their season. Despite the loss,
however, the 1991 Trinity Men's Soccer
team had an historic season, establishing
the program as one of the most powerful
and respected in New England.
The game against Fitchburg was
played before a capacity crowd at home
despite cold weather. Head Coach Eddie
Mighten and Assistant Coach Tom
Skoglund both urged the team to start
fast and pressure Fitchburg right from
the start. After the pre-game introduc-
tions and the National Anthem the Bants
did just that, jumping all over Fitchburg
and putting them under immediate pres-
sure. The Bants established control over
every phase, of the game and it looked
like it would be a fruitful afternoon. The
first half was played almost exclusively
in the Fitchburg end of the pitch. The
Bantam midfield of Captain Matt Evans
'92, Joe Cassarino '92, Matt Peterson '93,
and Pat Bruno '95 dictated the pace from
the outset, winning the 50/50 balls and
initating the attack.
Forwards Peter Alegi '92 and Tim
Yates '94 had some good opportunities
early, beating defenders with speed and
skill to create shots from close range. The
defense, concerned about Fitchburg's
leading scorer Jason Malone, was having
its way as well. Captains John Twichell
and David Wray '92, Dennis Cormier
'92, and Armin Afsar-Keshmiri '94 took
turns covering Malone, but their work
was limited. Fitchburg was not able to
mount much of an attack. Jeff Ward '92
made a few saves in the half but was
untested for the most part. The Bants
were controlling the game but could not
find the back of the net. Ralph Fierro'92,
Mark Gruba '93, and Paulo Rodriguez
'94 spelled Alegi, Yates, and Cassarino
before halftime, providing a spark to the
attack, but the score remained 0-0.
The second half followed a similar
pattern to the first. The thrust of the play
was in Fitchburg's end of the field but the
Bants could still not break the scoreless
tie. Just over six minutes into the half a
play occurred that could have changed
the course of the afternoon. Yates took a
pass and broke down the left side, beat-
ing his defender. As he dribbled inside
the eighteen-yard box on an apparent
breakaway he was taken down from be-
hind by the beaten defender. The foul
should have constituted a penalty kick
for the Bants, but the referee signalled to
play on and the ball was cleared from
danger by a Fitchburg defender. This,
however, was only one of many unbe-
In overtime the Bants continued
their domination, peppering the
Fitchburg goal with shots, but no matter
what they did, the ball would not go in,
On one play, a play that more than any
other seemed to symbolize the frustra-
tion of the Bantam attack, Yates brought
the ball down the left wing and crossed
the ball The ball bduntcd across the
Trinity's ECAC quarterfinal loss against Fitchburg State.
lievable events during the game. >
The Bants continuedto pressure
the Fitchburg defense. However, with
the game scoreless, the Bants became
more aware of the Fitchburg attack. Al-
though it only had a handful of chances
during the course of the game, by the end
of the second half these chances became
more and more dangerous. Ward and
the defense remained up to the task. By
the end of regulation time the game,
which the Bants had dominated through-
out, was scoreless and it became evident
that one goal was going to decide the
contest.
goalmouth, no more than a few feet from
the goalline as Alegi and Rodriguez
lunged in vain to complete the play, and
rolled harmlessly over the touchline.
There were many other close chances
like this that left both Trinityplayers and
fans exasperated.
By the second 'overtime players
from both teams were exhausted, but the
game went on. The contest became a
question of not which team was better,
but which team would score. The Bants
could not find the spark. Fierro and
Rodriguez came on to rest Yates and
Cassarino and lifted the attack, but still
no goals. After thirty minutes of over-
tune the game entered a fifteen minute
period of sudden death overtime which
was to be followed by penalty kicks if a
winner had not yet emerged.
In sudden death the Bants contin-
ued to press for the winner. Despiteallof
the missed opportunities it still seemed
that somehow the Bants would find a
way to win. The crowd hung their emo-
tions on each chance, hoping each time
that the next one would be the game
winner. Twelve minutes into sudden
death, with many (including the writer)
contemplating the inevitability of pen-
alty kicks, the unbelievable took place.
With the Trinity defense near midfield,
the ball was played in transition toward
theedgeqftheTrinityeighteen-yardbox.
WardcameoutofthenetbutsawCormier
rushing back for the ball. As Cormier
arrived at the ball Fitchburg's Malone
slid and knocked the ball past Ward to-
ward the open net. Everything seemed
in slow motion as the ball trickled to-
ward the net. Cormier and Twichell
raced after the ball but their efforts were
in vain as the ball rolled in for the game
winner.
On a play like that there is no-
where to point the blame. For over two
hours thedefenseplayedaflawless game
and to expect perfection for that long was
already asking too much. The crowd
was stunned to silence and it was a few
minutes before people began to walk
away wondering what the hell had just
happened. Bantam players stood mo-
tionless on the field in the place where
they had been standing when the ball
went into the net. As the Fitchburg bench
ran onto the field in euphoric celebration
of their stunning upset a true under-
standing of what sudden death actually
means set in.
The loss dropped the Bants record
to 7-5-3 for the season. It was a disap-
pointing conclusion to an otherwise
highly successful season. For the first
time ever the Men's Soccer team made
the E.C. A.C. tournament and achieved a
ranking of #8 among Division IH schools
inNewEngland, Respectfor the Bantam
soccer program was never more evident
than when, despite going 0-1-1 in the last
week of the season, the Bants were still
given a #4 seed for the E.C.A.C. tourna-
ment. Opposing coaches labeled the
Bants as "a difficult team to play." They
were right. At their best the 1991 Ban-
tams were as good as any team in New
England. $
Field Hockey Finishes 15-2
\mttinuedfrom page 16
liams put the ball past Graves to give
Trinity their first deficit since the season
opener. Almost 1100 minutes of action
and Trinity was never behind. Unfortu-
nately, without any experience, they
didn't know how to play from behind,
and seemed to be pressing a little. When
Williams scored again, with 11:52 left in
the hall, Trinity put even more pressure
on itself.
"Some of the team was nervous,
being behind. They didn't quite know
how to react," noted Sheppard
Brax ton Jones scored Trinity's lone
goal with 12:33 left in the game, giving
Trinity and its rather large; number of
fans considering the windy, overcast
cold weather, some hope. That hope all
but disappeared less than two minutes
kterwhenWilliamsconyertedaperfect
short corneYplay to product the finals
1 margin,
"Considering the fact that only
nVepeopIehadplayoffexperienceheaa*
ing in," explained Sheppard, "I think
we played really well/especiaEy against
Smith. Who knows? Maybe the loss,
against Williams will give us a kick in
the Bantam butt the way the Elms loss
did, and begin a streak for next year."
Losing only co-captains Davison
and Ring and fellow senior Molly
Gerber, dhd buoyed by two players from
lastyear'sECACfinalitsreturningfrom
studying abroad, the team has a solid
foundation on which to build for a title
runinl992. $ • • .
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There's a big scandal at Auburn University concerning alumni giving
players money and special favors. An ex-Auburn football player claims he has
taped conversations of an alumni talking about making car payments for him.
And, of course, Auburn football coach Pat Dye vehemently denies the whole thing.
Both sides are coming out of this scandal tarnished. But isn't,there always some
problem with alumni giving money and jobs illegally, or some sort of recruiting
violation at big athletic schools like that?
But you never hear of any similar problems at Division HI schools like
Trinity. That's one reason why I prefer Division III sports to their larger cousins.
Sure it's funto rootfor some athleticpowerhouse, hoping tha tthis will finally
be the year they break out and finally win it all. But how many of those people can
you relate to? I don't plan to make it to the NBA. I'm not 67,315 pounds of steroid
induced muscle. I don't schedule my classes around sports games and practices.
I don't live in athletic dorms. .And neither do people at Trinity. I'm friends with
some people on almost every team in this school. What is the likelihood that I
would even know a football or basketball player at a school like Notre Dame or
Georgetown?
And the teams in the lower levels seem to get excited for any sort of press
coverage. They don't blast their writers for writing something negative about their
team the way Duke basketball coach Mike Krzyzews'ki did two years ago. They
don't complain that Sports Illustrated is giving them a bad deal because they aren't
part of the pre-season Top 20.
In fact, when Trinity was in SI after the Williams football game, most of the
people I know wentnuts. I imagine the athletic director at a school like Miami goes
nuts when his school isn't mentioned.
Lastweekend was homecoming atTrinity. About 7,000 people attended the
game; all of them had good seats. Imagine being at Michigan and sitting in your
freshman seats, at the far back of the 105,000 seat stadium: How much fun can that
really be?
Plus, the opportunities are much greater for someone in a smaller school;
thev can play in two sports and still have time to enjoy college. They don't have to
be a superman in order to play more than one sport
Why would anyone without professional possibilities choose to go to a
jjtviBignl schoolyhen a Division III one offers them so much more?.l don't know.
Ducks Disappoint in Maine
• BYPATWEST
Sports Writer
The Trinity water polo team fin-
ished a disappointing third in the
N.E.W.P.S.C. last Saturday, ending their
otherwise fun and win-filled season. The
Ducks entered the tournament as the #2
seed, ranked behind powerhouse Colby,
and had high expectations going up to
Lewiston, Maine where the tournament
was held. Trinity carried a 7-1 regular
season record, with the only loss coming
at the hands of Colby, and fully expected
to meet Colby in the championships.
Unfortunately, the Ducks never got that
far.
Trinity opened the tournament by
facing Babson, a very young team whom
the Ducks had handled quite easily ear-
lier in the season. It did not take Trinity
long to establish their control, as 6 play-
ers contributed to the scoring. Ian
Kennedy '93 and John Donahue '94 each
recorded a hat trick to lead the scoring
for the Ducks who, despite looking
sloppy at times, coasted to a 16-8 victory.
The only problem with the win was the
fact that so many goals were let in, usu-
ally the result of defensive letdowns
.which would haunt the Ducks later in
the tournament.
Later that afternoon, Trinity faced
Middlebury in the second bracket of the
tournament and had little trouble dis-
posing of them. Using aggressive de-
tense and fast breaks, the Ducks were
able to control the pace of the match
rather well. Again, the scoring was well
distributed as severalplayeisputacouple
goals in, including Dave Lynch '93, Pat
West '94, and Wayne "The Ogre"
Ogorazalek '95, and the Ducks never
looked back, So with two expected wins
under their belt, the Ducks were looking
forward to a match with the home team
Bates and then a match with Colby. But
the Ducks may have overlooked Bates,
and since the other teams gave them no
true competition, they Ducks were not
properly set to play a very important
match.
Early Sunday morning, the Ducks
got a rude awakening as Bates thoroughly
dominated the game, a combination of
good play on behalf of Bates and poor
play by the Ducks. Bates jumped out to
a quick lead 2-0 before West '94 coun-
tered with a goal off a perfect assist by
Donahue '94. But that was as close as the
game would get. Trinity constantly
missed opportunities to score by poor
shot selection or poor placement, and
wound up losing 7-2. The Ducks never
got their rematch with Colby and had to
settle with a third in the tournament
which left the whole team dejected. To
put it bluntly, Eric DeCavaignac '92 put
it bluntly when he said, "we sucked."
The Ducks graduate four seniors
from this year's team, including goalie
Ben Caravlho '92 who was the strong
point of the defense. But with Kennedy
and Donahue returning next year, the
Ducks will have their two top scorers
b.ick (thev each had 26 goals on the year).
And with West nlso coming back, they
ha\e three staiters teturning helping
Trinity can look forward to future suc-
cess. ' ®
High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors • 237 White Street • 525-2221
NFL Scores
Washington 56, Atlanta 17
New Orleans 10, San Francisco 3
Buffalo 34, Green Bay 24
Houston 26, Dallas 23
Tampa Bay 30, Detroit 21
Indianapolis 28, N.Y. Jets 27
Philadelphia 32, Cleveland 30
Pittsburgh 33, Cincinnati 27
Kansas City 27, L.A. Rams 20
L.A. Raiders 17, Denver 16
N.Y. Gaints 21, Phoenix 14
San Diego 17, Seattle 14
Miami 307 New England 20
This Weekend's Games
Denver at Kansas City, 1 p.m.
Washington at Pittsburgh, I p.m.
Cincinnati at Philadelprua, 1p.m.
Chicago at Indianapolis, 1 p.m.
Minnesota at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Tampa at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
N.Y. Jets at New England, 1 p.m.
Dallas at New York Giants, 4 p.m.
Seattle at L.A. Raiders,4 p.m.
Phoenix at San Francisco, 4 p.m.
L.A. Rams at Detroit, 4 p.m.
New Orleans at San Diego, 4 p.m.
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Box Scores
Weekend Sports Scores





Scoring: T- McDavitt 14 run (kick blocked); Wallace 28 pass
from Lane (O'Connor kick); Mullaney 5 pass from Lane (2 point
XP); Lane 11 run (XP failed); Mullaney 10 run (XP); McDavitt 30
pass from Lane (XP); Craig 68 run (XP blocked) W- FG Coughlan
21; Muraca 67 pass from D'Onofrio (2 point XP)
BCAC SEMIFINALS




Goals: T- Fenwick, L. Davison, Ring, Jones
Saves: T- Graves 4; S- Bennett 10
ECAC FINALS




Goals: T-Jones; W- Stites, Cockburn, Gioia
Saves: T- Graves 4; W- Herman 13
Athletes Of The Week
Ashley Gravesf93 and Jeff Wardf92
This week, the Tripod wishes to salute the goaltenders for Trinity's
two playoff teams. Although both lost their season enders, they both
played exceptionally well this past week and all season. Ward,
finished the season with 4.5 shutouts and gave up less than one goal
per game. During their loss to Fitchburg State last Wednesday, Ward
turned back shot after shot for 133 minutes before finally letting one
shot slide past him and into goal.
Graves took over the goalie position on the field hockey team
this season with no varsity experience. After the season opening 4-1
loss to Elms, Graves really started to shine. Trinity wonits next fifteen
games and Graves had a major role in all of them. She recorded eight
shutouts to break by two the old school record for shutouts in a season.
Two of those shutouts came during the ECAC playoffs last week, when
she held both Wheaton and Smith scoreless, helping Trinity again
reach the ECAC Championship game. Though she gave up three goals
to Williams, this should not detract from her spectacular performance
last week and all season.
The Play of the Week occured during the Men's Soccer ECAC
Quarterfinals, when, about six minutes into the second half of what
would turn out to be a triple-overtime thriller, Tim Yates was on a
breakaway and was taken down from behind by a Fitchburg State
defender. Yates was inside the 18-yard box, and this clear violation of
the rules by the Fitchburg defender should have resulted in a penalty
kick for the Bantams. Instead, the referee called nothing, letting the
teams battle for 133 minutes before Fitchburg scored to win the game
in sudden-death Had there been a penalty kick called, Trinity would
have had the opportunity to win the game in regulation and continue
on their quest for their first ever ECAC crown.
Statistics 1




















































































































































































































November 30 v Alberrus Magnus 7:30
November 26 v Albertus Magnus 7:30
December 3 at Coast Guard 6:00
November 23 v UMass-Dartmouth 1:00
November 23 v UMass-Dartmouth 1:00
December 4 v Harvard 3:00
November 25 v MTT 4:00
November 22 v Hamilton 7:30
November 7.3 at AIC 1:00
January 18 at Coast Guard













The gym floor has been resurfaced and is
ready for action. Come down to an open gym
everyday until 4:00. Starting around 2:30 is the
time to shoW up to run full court
TRIPOD SPOKIS
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOOD AND GREAT IS JUST A LITTLE EXTRA EFFORT.
Bantams Win Battle Of The Birds 47-11
NESCAC Champions
U BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer
The Trinity football team finished
the 1991 season by thrashing Wesleyan
University 47-11, to finish first place in
the NESCAC (New England Small Scho ol
Athletic Conference). On this gray, cold
homecoming Saturday the Bantams
warmed up the home crowd by smoking
theCardinal'sdefensefor508totalyards.
On the other side of the ball, the Bantams
defense intercepted five Wesleyan passes
and stifled their rushing attack to -1 yards.
Trinity came into the game with a
5-1-1 record and needed to win or tie
their arch-rival Wesleyan to stay
undefeated in conference play and finish
first in the NESCAC (Coast Guard, their
only defeat is not in the NESCAC). The
win over Wesleyan, who ha ve been play-
ing the Bantams in football since 1885,
marks the fifth consecutive time Trinity
has beaten the Cardinals.
Wesleyan came out ready to at-
tack the Bantam defense with their run-
and-shoot offense led by quarterback
David P ' Onofrio. They struck first on
the opening drive of the game. When the
ball was at midfield, the Cardinals got a
big break on third and eight, when the
Cardinals completed a 29 yard pass that
was tipped away from the
intended receiver into I lie
hands of another
Wesleyan reciever. The
Bantam defense held the
drive from getting much
further, forcing Wesleyan
to attempt a field goal.
Kicker John Coughlanwas
perfectfrom21 yards away
to put Wesleyan up 3-0.
Trinity answered
right back on their first
offensive possesion. Arter
a 39 yard kickoff return by
John Mullaney '93, the
Bantams would only need
four plays to get into the
endzone. Trinity scored
on a reverse play where
quarterback James Lane
'92 faked a handoff to the
running back and flipped
the ball to Tom McDavitt
'95 who ran around the right side for a 14
yard score. The point after was blocked,
but Trinity had a lead they would never
relinquish.
At the start of the second quarter
the Bantams increased their lead after
Bantam cornerback Rick Ducey '92 inter-
cepted a Cardinal pass. After the turn-
Tom McDavitt looks for an opening in Trinity's 47-11
win over the Wesleyan Cardinals.
over Lane took the offense down to the
Wesleyan 28, where they would face a
third and twenty situation. Lane re-
sponded by lofting a pass over the middle
to a diving Mike Wallace '93. Coach
Miller elected to go for the two point
conversion, and made the correct deci-
sion. ShaunKirby'95tookthepitchfrom
PETER ADAMS
Lane and instead of rushing the ball, he
tossed a pass to McDavitt for a 14-3 lead.
Wesleyan Would make the game
interesting with 6:38 left in the half.
D'Onofrio threw a short pass to wide
reciever Mike Muraca for what seemed
to be a harmless gain. Muraca, however,
please turn to page 16
Field Hockey Loses To
Williams In ECAC Finals
Trinity's Lexi Rice is down after a collision with a Williams
player. Coupled with the pain of the injury is Rice's frustration
during Trinity's first loss in sixteen games. Rice, Ashley Farrar
and Marcia Gray all suffered injuries Sunday, with Gray's being













Trinity's field hockey teamhad a
dream season; With only five returning
letterwinners and a replacement
goaltender for a graduated All-Ameri-
can, this season's expectations weren't as
high as they usually are in the field hockey
program. Just getting back into the play-
offs was their first order of business.
A season opening 4-1 loss to Elms
didn't inspire a whole lot of confidence
in many fans. It didn't matter that Elms
finished their season 15-4-1 and ranked
sixth in New England. Everybody
thought they were a soft spot on the
schedule that Trinity, needed to beat.
But after the Elms loss, they beat
Bowdoin and Tufts by 4-1 scores. And
then the .victories just started to pile up.
•Three in a row. Six in a row. Ten in a row.
And, after Saturday's 4-0 defeat of Smith
in the ECAC semifinals, fifteen in a row.
There was to be no sweet sixteen.
Their storybook season came to a
screeching halt Sunday afternoon when
they were handed only their second de-
feat of the season, a 3-1 loss to Williams.
Making loss even more bitter is the fact;
that Trinity lost by the exact same score
to the exact same team in last year's
championship game.
"Sure it's disappointing to come
this far and lose. But it's only a momen-
tary disappointment because we had such
a great season," said Head Coach Robin
Sheppard.
"This could be the greatest season
I've had the opportunity to coach for,
including the three consecutive champi-
onships. These kids are such an incred-
ible group of people; just a joy to work
with. The seniors and upperclassmen
were just incredible. And some of the
freshmen were coming up to me after the
loss and thanking me for the season,
telling me what a positive experience it
was. I didn't know what to say back. I
was so shocked. It was simply marvel-
ous."
The ECAC Tournament started
Wednesday at the sites of the four high-
est seeded teams. Trinity hosted
Wheaton. Williams hosted Southern
Maine. St. Michaels hosted Connecticut
College and Smith hosted Elms. Two of
the games were decided by one goal; the
other went into penalty strokes. The
fourth was Trinity's 3-0 win over
Wheaton.
Less than a minute into the game,
Trinity had its first short corner opportu-
nity on the day. Trinity fired one shot on
the Marya Payeur, the Wheaton goalie,
but she stopped it. But Beth Fenwick '95
was right there waiting for the rebound,
and she poked it in to give Trinity the
lead just 1:12 into the game.
Wheaton, the eighth seed in the
tournament, looked better than any Trin-
ity opponent in a long while. Trinity
usually controls the ball down in the 25-
yard scoring zone, eliminating any
chance the opposition has to score. But
Wheaton, though not able to advance the
ball into their scoring quadrant, were
able to keep the ball in the middle 50
yards for most of the half. The first half
ended with Trinity holding a 1-0 advan-
tage.
The goal in the first half was quick,
but even quicker was the goal Ashley
Farrar '93 scored to open the second.
With just 1:09 elapsed, Farrar had theball
please turn to page 16
